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TRAINING THE MODERN LAWYER:





This article is a response to the old, enduring cacophony of unen-
lightened voices among law students and legal educators about lawyering
and mediation. One way to transform this cacophony into an epiphany
of reflective questions is to require the study of mediation in law school
as part of a "modem" lawyering curriculum. Mediation is conceptually
different from adjudication and relies on different assumptions.
Mandatory mediation instruction confronts students with a shift in per-
spective which they must react to by developing critical thinking skills
about process and role. These critical abilities contribute to the develop-
* Mediation is one of the processes associated with "Alternative Dispute Resolution" (ADR).
The author, however, generally dislikes the ADR label, and prefers to call the "movement" Dispute
Resolution. This title is more appropriate because decision-making is a continuum of processes
which includes both adjudication and mediation. Therefore, the reader will not find the label ADR
in the text of this article.
t Assistant Professor of Law, City University of New York Law School (CUNY) at Queens
College. Ms. Blaustone has specialized in conflict management and dispute resolution for eleven
years. She has mediated a variety of cases including interpersonal, organizational, commercial, per-
sonal injury, construction, education, landlord-tenant, and family disputes. For ten years she has
taught advocacy skills , as well as mediation, to law students, lawyers and others. Nationally, she
assists other mediation teachers, mediators, academic programs at all levels, university service
projects, and other service programs. She is currently co-chair of the American Association of Law
Schools Section on Alternative Dispute Resolution. Ms. Blaustone is a member of the Special Com-
mittee on Alternative Dispute Resolution of the ACLU which is charged with formulating proposed
policy to protect civil liberties in the use of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms.
The author is indebted to her collegues Susan Bryant, Peter Margulies, Ernie Tannis, Maria
Volpe, Len Riskin, and Larry Hoover for their contributions to the evolution of this article, and to
Nicholas Kambolis, her principal research assistant for his insights and his extensive research contri-
butions. Jeffrey Cohan, research assistant, has also made valuable contributions to this piece.
Lastly, the author thanks Marybeth Rogers, Paul Regan, and Paul McDevitt, research assistants, for
their help.
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ment of the student as a future attorney who is a capable problem solver
and advisor. At CUNY Law School at Queens College, where I teach,
this mandatory instruction is a specific learning unit incorporated into a
second-year course, Lawyering and the Public Interest (LAPI).'
A "modern" lawyering curriculum is one which, in its totality,
views the competent lawyer as a capable problem solver both in and out
of the courtroom.2 In this article, I will show why the "modern" lawyer-
ing curriculum must incorporate the mandatory introduction to the the-
ory and practice of mediation.3 This article describes in detail how I
1. See infra note 5 for a description of the substantive content of the course.
2. For a thorough exploration of this perspective on the lawyer's role, see Beryl Blaustone, To
Be of Service: The Aware Usage of the Human Skills Associated with the Perceptive Self, 15 J. LEGAL
PROF. 241 (1990) (hereinafter Blaustone]. See also generally GARY BELLOW & BEA MOULTON,
THE LAWYERING PROCESS: MATERIALS FOR CLINICAL INSTRUCTION IN ADVOCACY (1978);
DAVID A. BINDER & SUSAN C. PRICE, LEGAL INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING: A CLIENT CEN-
TERED APPROACH (1977); ELIZABETH DVORKIN ET AL., BECOMING A LAWYER: A HUMANISTIC
PERSPECTIVE ON LEGAL EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONALISM (1981); DOUGLAS E. ROSENTHAL,
LAWYER AND CLIENT: WHO'S IN CHARGE (1974); JACK L. SAMMONS, LAWYER PROFESSIONALISM
(1988); THOMAS L. SHAFFER & JAMES R. ELKINS, LEGAL INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING
(1987); THOMAS L. SHAFFER & ROBERT S. REDMOUNT, LAWYERS, LAW STUDENTS, AND PEOPLE
(1977); John L. Barkai & Virginia 0. Fine, Empathy Training for Lawyers and Law Students, 13 Sw.
U. L. REV. 505 (1983); Robert M. Bastress, Client Centered Counseling and Moral Accountability for
Lawyers, 10 J. LEGAL PROF. 97 (1985); Robert F. Cochran Jr., Legal Representation and the Next
Steps Toward Client Control. Attorney Malpractice for the Failure to Allow the Client to Control
Negotiation and Pursue Alternatives to Litigation, 47 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 819 (1990); H. Russel
Cort & Jack L. Sammons, The Search for "Good Lawyering"--A Concept and Model of Lawyering
Competencies, 29 CLEV. ST. L REV. 397 (1980); Stephan Ellman, Lawyers and Clients, 34 UCLA L.
REV. 717 (1987); Erwin N. Griswold, Law School and Human Relations, 37 CHI. B. REC. (1956);
Eric M. Holmes, Educating for Competent Lawyering - Case Method in a Functional Context, 76
COLUM. L. REV. 535 (1976); Charles D. Kelso & C. Kevin Kelso, Conflict, Emotion, and Legal
Ethics, 10 PAC. L.J. 69 (1978); Warren Lehman, The Pursuit of a Client's Interest, 77 MICH. L. REV.
1078 (1979); Peter Margulies, "Who Are You to Tell Me That?" Attorney-Client Deliberation Re-
garding Nonlegal Issues and the Interests of Nonclients, 68 N.C. L. REV. 213 (1990); Carrie Menkel-
Meadow, The Transformation of Disputes by Lawyers: What the Dispute Paradigm Does and Does
Not Tell Us, 1985 Mo. J. DISP. RESOL. 25 (1985); Carrie Menkel-Meadow, Portia in a Different
Voice: Speculations on Women's Lawyering Process, 1 BERKLEY WOMEN'S L.J. 39 (1985); John D.
Mudd, Beyond Rationalism: Perfomance-Referenced Legal Education, 36 J. LEGAL EDUC. 189
(1986); Howard R. Sacks, Human Relations Training for Law Students and Lawyers, 11 J. LEGAL
EDUC. 316 (1959); Jack L. Sammons, Meaningful Client Participation: An Essay Toward a Moral
Understanding of the Practice of Law, 6 J. LAW & REL. 61 (1988); Robert F. Seibel et al., An
Integrated Training Program for Law and Counseling, 35 J. LEGAL EDUC. 208 (1985); Allen E.
Smith & Patrick Nester, Lawyers, Clients, and Communication Skill, 1977 B.Y.U. L. REV. 275
(1977); Frank R. Strong, The Pedagogical Implications of Inventorying Legal Capacities, 3 J. LEGAL
EDUC. 555 (1951).
3. My discussion refers to the required mediation exposure, and not the elective seminar in
mediation which I also teach at CUNY Law School. However, this framework can also serve as the
theoretical basis for constructing an entire separate course on mediation.
I do not make the theoretical argument for mandatory instruction of mediation in the law
school curriculum. That argument has been superbly made by Leonard Riskin in his article Media-
tion and Lawyers, 43 OHIO ST. L.J. 29 (1982) [hereinafter Riskin, Mediation and Lawyers]. Rather, I
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have accomplished this through several teaching methods, including sim-
ulation. This article also illustrates my response by presenting a hypo-
thetical case, Smith v. Jones, which students mediate as part of
mandatory mediation instruction at CUNY. Further, this article exam-
ines how such an experience can be limited to a smaller learning unit
within a required law school course. Although parts of this material are
readily transferable to course work in academic settings other than law
school, I focus on teaching mediation as part of teaching a critical lawy-
ering perspective.4
At CUNY Law School, this material is one of the learning units for
the two semester LAPI course. This course also covers: evidence, an
introduction to trial practice skills, case planning, and related issues of
professional responsibility in trial advocacy settings.5 I have placed me-
diation coverage in the second year curriculum at CUNY because the
show instrumentally, from a pedagogical perspective, why that argument is valid and how to imple-
ment its goals. In addition to Riskin's examination, mediation curriculum in legal education has
previously received other thoughtful scrutiny. See, e.g., Robert Coulson, Should Law Schools Teach
Alternative Dispute Resolution, N.Y. L. J., June 9, 1983, at 1; Jacqueline N. Nolan-Haley & Maria R.
Volpe, Teaching Mediation as a Lawyering Role, 39 J. LEGAL EDUC. 571, 579-82 (1989); Kathleen
W. Marcel & Patrick Wiseman, Why We Teach Law Students to Mediate, 1987 Mo. J. DIsP. RES.
77, 79-86 (1987); Leonard L. Riskin, Mediation in the Law Schools, 34 J. LEGAL EDUC. 259 (1984);
Leonard L. Riskin & James E. Westbrook, Integrating Dispute Resolution into Standard First Year
Courses: The Missouri Plan, 39 J. LEGAL EDUC. 509 (1989) [hereinafter Riskin & Westbrook, Inte-
grating Dispute Resolution]; Albert M. Sacks, Legal Education and the Changing Role of Lawyers in
Dispute Resolution, 34 J. LEGAL EDUC. 237 (1984); Frank E. A. Sander, Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion in the Law School Curriculum: Opportunities and Obstacles, 34 J. LEGAL EDUC. 229 (1984);
Cynthia A. Savage, Future Lawyers: Adversaries or Problem Solvers? Two Law School Programs in
Alternative Dispute Resolution, 7 MEDIATION Q. 89 (1989); Paul L. Tractenberg, Training Lawyers
to be More Effective Dispute Preventers and Settlers: Advocating for Non-Adversarial Skills, 1984 Mo.
J. DisP. RES. 87, 108 (1984); Janet Weinstein, Teaching Mediation in Law Schools: Training Lawyers
to be Wise, 35 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 199, 208 (1990).
4. On several occasions I have taught mediation courses for colleges, universities, and other
institutions which focus on elements other than teaching a critical lawyering perspective. When
using the phrase "critical lawyering perspective," I refer to the ability to apply theory, with some
level of flexible sophistication, in counseling clients which dispute resolution process is most appro-
priate. Of course, this requires the student to be conversant in the sometimes subtle distinctions and
attributes of both mediation and litigation. However, I include some instruction on this critical
thinking perspective in all my teaching of mediation. I believe that a good mediator must know the
limitations of the process and be able to have some ability to ask questions regarding whether the
matter needs the attention of counsel before proceeding further. If the non-lawyer mediator is
aware, and possesses an ability to ask the appropriate questions, she or he can then discuss the
matter with the parties and make the appropriate referral.
5. LAPI's primary goal is for students to absorb these learning units within a broad problem-
solving framework. The mandatory mediation coverage is intended to help realize this goal. I in-
form students from the beginning that LAPI requires them to assess the strengths and weakness of
utilizing any particular rule or forum. Further, I tell students that they are expected to develop an
integrated perspective from which they will use the same interpersonal communication skills vital to
effective performance in either mediation or litigation. A student who achieves LAPI's basic goal
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critical lawyering agenda associated with this material is too advanced
for beginning first-year students.6 First-year students have little idea of
the form, let alone the realities, of the litigation process. This diminishes
their capacity to evaluate when either litigation or mediation or some
combination of processes might be appropriate for their client.7
Although second-year law students are more developed in their under-
standing of litigation, they nevertheless operate from stereotypes about
the law and the role of lawyers in solving clients' problems. I often hear
these stereotypes from students at the beginning of the mandatory media-
tion curriculum.
II. SOUNDS FROM THE CACOPHONY OF LAW STUDENTS' VOICES
PRIOR TO THE REQUIRED STUDY OF MEDIATION"
Traditional Lawyer:
"I do not need to understand dispute resolution and mediation be-
cause I am going to be a trial lawyer. My work will be in the courtroom.
Besides, I am interested in protecting my client's legal interests and
rights. Mediation does not do that. Dispute resolution does not deal
with the law, let alone law practice. I need to devote myself to my other
studies. After all, this is law school and I am paying good money to
learn how to be a lawyer."
should come to view the processes of litigation and mediation to encompass both the potential use of
advocacy and collaboration skills.
However, LAPI primarily focuses on an intoduction to trial practice skills and evidence. The
development of trial skills centers on the communication abilities involved with fact analysis. The
specific skills here include: hearing descriptions - training the ear to hear content; recalling and
describing events; monitoring one's own opinions and conclusions; planning the steps required to
complete a legal task; and the technical advocacy skills of presenting the facts, expanding the facts,
and persuading the fact-finder of the truth of a version of the facts. The coverage of evidence is
interwoven with the trial advocacy coverage. LAPI also requires students to examine the Federal
Rules of Evidence for their underlying rationale.
Finally, the course examines issues of professional responsibility and the lawyering role in light
of the public dimension of law practice. Additionally, the accountability of public sector lawyers
and the limitations of public practice are explored.
6. Although I have been primarily responsible for the design and instruction of this work, I
have not done this work alone. Over the years, CUNY colleagues have consistently collaborated in
the design, implementation, and evaluation of this coverage.
7. See Riskin & Westbrook, Integrating Dispute Resolution, supra note 3, at 510. The Mis-
souri Plan integrates similar material into the overall law school curriculum. However, this cover-
age is primarily in the first year of law school. The faculty at Missouri concluded that this material
would be incorporated into the first year because this is the time when law students are most impres-
sionable to professionalization. Although I agree with this premise, I observe that many of the role
questions tend to remain superficial abstractions for the first-year law student.
8. These voices are composites from statements that I have recorded from CUNY law
students as they begin the required study of mediation.
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Uncritical Cooperative Conflict Avoider:
"Dispute resolution is all that I really care about. I want to study
mediation in law school because I do not like being an advocate. I do not
like to argue and I am not the competitive type. I never want to litigate.
As a future attorney, I will try to mediate everything."
Liberal Passive Resister:
"I think mediation has its place within the legal system, but I am
not the mediator type. I am not going to become a mediator and I will
never mediate anything. I will never encounter mediation in my future
work as an attorney. Therefore, I do not need to know this material.
This is not the type of training I need. This coverage should be an elec-
tive and I should be able to opt out."
The Expert:
"Dispute resolution and mediation may be relevant to law practice,
but this is such a simplistic concept. I already know how to do all these
tasks. It is insulting to us that our professor thinks we need such basic
coverage. Intuitively, we all know how to solve problems effectively. We
already possess adequate communication skills; the fact that we were all
reasonably capable human beings before entering law school shows that
we acquired these skills. Do not waste my time. Teach me doctrine, or
at least teach me something useful like the hard-core skills of lawyering,
such as how to conduct cross-examination. Okay, this class may even be
fun, but I am not going to take this material seriously. I can fake this
course for the law professor."
III. THE RESPONSE: MANDATORY MEDIATION INSTRUCTION
The response to this cacophony is mandatory mediation curriculum
for all law students. Such a curriculum presents knowledge about media-
tion as a necessary and fundamental part of a competent lawyer's aware-
ness, and as part of the circumstances she or he will face in law practice.9
Thus, the study of mediation should be part of the overall lawyering
skills curriculum. Attention to proficiency in basic communication
skills, such as that gained in the study of mediation, is the foundation for
the application of most lawyering skills. Further, the required study of
mediation should be viewed as increasing the law student's critical think-
ing skills."° The law student's critical thinking skills are enhanced when
9. See Riskin, Mediation and Lawyers, supra note 3. Leonard Riskin, in this groundbreaking
article, articulates the changing framework of lawyering to include mediation and other forms of
dispute resolution.
10. See infra part V.H for a definition of critical thinking skills.
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she or he is required to analyze mediation and litigation options on be-
half of a client. The exploration of the lawyer's role in advising clients
about and representing clients in the mediation process, is an important
aspect of the required study of mediation. These purposes serve as the
framework for the design of the mandatory mediation curriculum in the
second year of study at CUNY Law School.
IV. THE Two FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: QUALITY PROCESS
AND COMPETENT ADVICE
Two fundamental considerations guide the design of the mandatory
mediation curriculum. First, students examine issues that face the medi-
ator in providing quality process. This study both defines and gives tex-
ture to the student's understanding of mediation. Thus, students learn
more than generic theories and skills. This point is crucial to under-
standing any aspect of the design of this curriculum. Second, students
examine the issues facing an attorney in competently advising clients
about participation and represention of clients in the process. Obviously,
competent advice requires not only understanding what constitutes qual-
ity process, but also several other factors which are developed later in
this article.
For the reader to understand the basis for the selection of character-
istics that constitute quality process, I must explain my theoretical vision
of mediation." To begin with, mediation is not a value-free process.
Like adjudication, it is a process intended to realize certain core values.
Commonly, many adherents and detractors of mediation ascribe the val-
ues of speediness, efficiency, flexibility, affordability, and accessibility to
mediation. 2 Certainly, depending upon the particular case, I ascribe the
11. For an understanding of the theoretical distinctions between adjudication and mediation,
see Lon L. Fuller, Mediation - Its Forms and Functions, 44 S. CAL. L. REV. 305 (1970-71); Riskin,
Mediation and Lawyers, supra note 3.
12. For a sample of adherents who base their arguments on these principles, see FLORENCE
BIENENFELD, CHILD CUSTODY MEDIATION: TECHNIQUES FOR COUNSELORS, ATTORNEYS AND
PARENTS 3 (1983); see also Janice A. Roehl & Royer F. Cook, Neighborhood Justice Centers Field
Test, in NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE: ASSESSMENT OF AN EMERGING IDEA 91 (Roman Tomasic &
Malcolm M. Feeley eds., 1982); J. MARKS ET AL., DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN AMERICA: PROCESSES
IN EVOLUTION 7-19 (1984); DONALD T. SAPOSNEK, MEDIATING CHILD CUSTODY DISPUTES 20-22
(1983); LINDA R. SINGER, SET'TLING DISPUTES: CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN BUSINESS, FAMILIES
AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM 3-5 (1990); AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, REPORT OF THE POUND CON-
FERENCE FOLLOW-UP TASK FORCE (1976); Raymond Albert, Mediator Expectations and Profes-
sional Training: Implications for Teaching Dispute Resolution, 1985 Mo. J. DISP. RES. 73 (1985);
Bahr, An Evaluation of Court Mediation: Comparison In Divorce Cases with Children, 2 J. FAM.
ISSUES 39 (1981); Griffin B. Bell, Crisis in the Courts: Proposal For Change, 31 VAND L. REV. 3
(1978); Mauro Cappelletti & Bryant Garth, Access to Justice: The Newest Wave In the Worldwide
Movement to Make Rights Effective, 27 BUFF. L. REV. 181 (1978); Kenneth R. Feinberg, Mediation
[Vol. 211322
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same values to the process. However, the overriding value to be realized
in mediation is the empowerment of the participants.1 3  The primary
- A Preferred Method of Dispute Resolution, 16 PEP. L. REV. 85 (1989); J. L. Feld et al., Does Joint
Custody Work? First Look at Outcome Data of Relitigation, 139 AM. J. PSYCHIATRY 62-66 (1982);
Jay Folberg, The Changing Family - Implications For The Law, CONCIL. Crs. REV. 1-6, 19 (Dec.
1981); Michael J. Lowy, Modernizing the American Legal System: An Example of The Peaceful Use
of Anthropology, 32 HUMAN ORG. 205 (1973); Sally Engle Merry, Defining "Success" in the Neigh-
borhood Justice Movement, in NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE: ASSESSMENT OF AN EMERGING IDEA 172
(Roman Tomasic & Malcolm M. Feeley eds., 1982); Hugh Mclssac, Mandatory Conciliation in Cus-
tody/Visitation Matters" California's Bold Stroke, 19 CONCIL. CTs. REV. 73-81 (1981); Jessica Pear-
son and Nancy Thoennes, Mediation and Divorce: The Benefits Outweigh the Costs, 4 FAM. ADVoc.
26 (1982); Frank E. A. Sander, Alternative Methods of Dispute Resolution: An Overview, 37 U. FLA.
L. REV. 1 (1985).
For a sampling of detractors basing their arguments in part upon the same principles or values,
see Richard C. Abel, The Contradiction ofInformal Justice, in I THE POLITICS OF INFORMAL JUS-
TICE: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 267 (Richard Abel ed., 1982); Edward Brunet, Questioning the
Quality of Alternative Dispute Resolution, 62 TUL. L. REV. 1, 15-47 (1987) [hereinafter Brunet];
Richard Delgado, ADR and the Dispossessed: Recent Books About the Deformalization Movement,
146 L. & Soc. INQ. 145 (1988); Richard Delgado et al., Fairness and Formality: Minimizing the Risk
of Prejudice In Alternative Dispute Resolution, 1985 Wis. L. REV. 1359 (1985) [hereinafter Delgado,
Fairness and Formality]; Owen M. Fiss, Against Settlement, 93 YALE L.J. 1073 (1984); Trina Grillo,
The Mediation Alternative: Process Dangers For Women, 100 YALE L.J. 1547 (1991); Judith Resnick,
Failing Faith: Adjudicatory Procedure in Decline, 53 U. CHI. L. REV. 494, 528-38 (1986); Fredric E.
Snyder, Rhetoric and Reality in the Dispute Settlement Movement, 1984 Mo. J. Disp. RES. 5 (1984);
William H. Simon, Legal Informality and Redistributive Politics, 19 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 384
(Summ. 1985); John Thibaut et al., Adversary Representation and Bias in Legal Decision Making, 86
HARV. L. REV. 386 (1972); Roman Tomasic, Mediation as an Alternative to Adjudication: Rhetoric
and Reality in the Neighborhood Justice Movement, in NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE: ASSESSMENT OF
AN EMERGING IDEA 215 (Roman Tomasic & Malcolm M. Feeley eds., 1982); David M. Trubek et
al., The Costs of Ordinary Litigation, 31 UCLA L. REV. 72 (1983).
13. Robert A. Baruch Bush excellently explains the essence of the empowerment-based media-
tion model. Robert A. B. Bush, Efficiency and Protection, or Empowerment and Recognition?: The
Mediator's Role and Ethical Standards in Mediation, 41 FLA. L. REV. 253, 266-76 (1989) [hereinaf-
ter Bush]. Other authors have included empowerment in their theoretical perspective of mediation.
See Richard Danig, Toward the Creation of a Complementary, Decentralized System of Criminal
Justice, 26 STAN. L. REV. I (1973); Ann Milne, Custody of Children in a Divorce Process. A Family
Self-Determination Model, 16 CONCIL. CTS. REV. 1 (Sept. 1978); Linda R. Singer, Non-Judicial
Dispute Resolution Mechanisms: The Effects on Justice for the Poor, 13 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 569
(Dec. 1979).
However, some scholars have commented that empowerment can not occur because mediation
poses a danger of extending state authority and de facto elite control. Richard Hofricter, Justice
Centers Raise Basic Questions, in NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE, ASSESSMENT OF AN EMERGING IDEA
193 (Roman Tomasic & Malcolm M. Feeley eds., 1982). Judith Resnik operates from a definition of
empowerment which is similar to mine, but argues that this goal should be fought for in the courts
rather than by privatizing the conflict which permits the exercise of uncontrolled state power. She
advocates this view even though she characterizes the current state of court systems as being coer-
cive in nature, insisting on compliance, and requiring the imposition of one's truth upon another.
See Judith Resnik, On the Bias. Feminist Reconsiderations of the Aspirations for Our Judges, 61 S.
CAL. L. REV. 1877, 1940-43 (1988). Timothy Terrell argues that there are moral flaws in the juris-
prudential implications of informal dispute resolution. Timothy P. Terrell, Rights and Wrongs in the
Rush to Repose: On the Jurisprudential Dangers of Alternative Dispute Resolution, 36 EMORY L.J.
541 (1987).
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value of mediation should be to enable the participants to make informed
choices in developing solutions to their issues and concerns. Making
such choices requires the participants to consider the needs and concerns
of the other participants. Thus, this enabling process, or empowerment,
is equivalent to realizing self-determination in conflicts or disputes.
However, for empowerment to occur in mediation, concerns of jus-
tice cannot be ignored;14 participants should regard the result they reach
as both informed and principled. Further, the results of a particular me-
diation should not significantly overreach or mislead any of the parties.
A mediation must not lead to an outcome in which the mediator thinks
that a serious disadvantage has occurred. At the same time, the mediator
must respect the parties' choices when those choices are informed, and
where each party is truly capable of participating in the process. 5 The
achievement of such objectives in mediation requires nurturing respect
for diversity.
The two fundamental considerations of quality process and compe-
tent advice form the basis for identifying the learning objectives neces-
sary to adequately expose students to the mediation process. These
learning objectives are the desired outcomes of the law student's brief yet
serious engagement with this substance. These outcomes are also framed
in light of the minimal knowledge of mediation that a law school gradu-
ate should possess. The following section explains each of these learning
objectives. The reader should bear in mind that the goal in each of these
objectives is to awaken students to what is material and to aid them in
developing a beginning level of ability. In the end, students should be
able to discern whether quality process exists and to act upon that under-
standing. Because this is but one learning unit in a larger course curricu-
lum, the teacher would be unrealistic to think this coverage makes her
students either lawyer-ready or mediator-ready.
1 6
34. I believe that the empowerment model of mediation inherently requires attention to justice
concerns. If one thinks otherwise, this can lead to settlements that cause grave injury or that are a
product of material misrepresentation. Under these circumstances, empowerment has not occurred
in substance although it may appear so in form. Edward Brunet also links justice concerns to the
realization of empowerment in dispute resolution mechanisms. See generally Brunet, supra note 12.
Eve Hill finds common ground between the feminist perspective and the "quality of justice" argu-
ment for a dispute resolution mechanism such as mediation. Eve Hill, Alternative Dispute Resolution
in a Feminist Voice, 5 OHIO ST. J. Disp. RES. 337, 340-41, 373-75 (1990) [hereinafter Hill]. Bush
disagrees with me. He sees empowerment and justice as two distinct values in competition which
cannot co-exist equally without distorting the empowerment model. See Bush, supra note 13, at 267-
68.
15. See infra part VILE.
16. Of course, individual students' abilities may prove to be quite sophisticated. I emphasize,
however, that this curriculum is not mediation training. Rather, this curriculum includes a skills
focus which concretizes the learning objectives for the student.
1324 [Vol. 21
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V. THE LEARNING OBJECTIVES
A. Law Students Should Develop an Appreciation of the Role of
Lawyer as a Problem Solver
Law students should become keenly aware of the range of the dis-
pute resolution processes. To do so requires that they view litigation as
merely one option within their range of choices, rather than assuming
that it is the appropriate choice in any given case. Students' ability to
appreciate the availablity of this range of options requires them to clini-
cally evaluate the facts and circumstances of every case in light of several
factors that govern the selection of any dispute resolution process.17
B. Law Students Should Begin to Develop an Ability to Perform
Conflict Analysis
Effective conflict analysis involves acquiring a scientific understand-
ing of conflict and dispute behavior. Students should develop this inter-
disciplinary understanding by using a variety of different sources. These
sources include psychological theory, communications theory, sociologi-
cal theory, 8 dispute resolution theory, and literature on the attorney's
professional role. Students should understand that conflict is a regular
and broadly-defined occurrence, only parts of which are appropriate for
an adversarial perspective. In this context, the term "adversarial per-
spective" refers to a positional perspective based on attitudes or values,
and not to the actual resort to litigation or some other adversarial proce-
dure. In fact, depending on the type of case, litigation strategies should
normally include an examination of the possible non-litigation alterna-
tives for resolution; by the same token, other problem-solving strategies
should normally include an examination of the litigation option.' 9
17. Law students should learn about the whole spectrum of methods of dispute resolution. A
lawyer must be familiar with negotiation, mediation, litigation, arbitration, fact-finding, early neutral
evaluation, summary jury trials, and mini-trials in order to best advise a client how to proceed in a
case. Students learn this type of survey coverage elsewhere in the CUNY curriculum. My mediation
unit focuses on comparing and contrasting adjudication and mediation. This focus provides students
with a model of different perspectives which increases their understanding of the nature of adjudica-
tion and of the utility of meaningful alternatives. Further, the focus on mediation and adjudication
sharpens issues regarding the lawyering role.
18. For an interdisciplinary, comparative examination of dispute resolution, see Jean G. Zorn,
Lawyers, Anthropologists, and the Study of Law: Encounters in the New Guinea Highlands, 15 L. &
SOC. INQUIRY 271 (1990).
19. It has become more common for law firms to conduct such reviews of their cases. It should
also be kept in mind that practitioners regularly negotiate settlements and incorporate such possibili-
ties into their litigation strategies. See Jim Freund & Margurite Millhauser, ADR: A Conversation,
NAT'L. L.J., Feb. 27, 1989, at SI; MICHAEL LANDRUM, NATIONAL PRACTICE INSTITUTE, MEDIA-
TION: PREPARATION AND REPRESENTATION IN COMMERCIAL AND PERSONAL INJURY CASES
1992]
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C Law Students Should Receive Both a Theoretical and a Skills
Exposure to Mediation
Educators can achieve combined theoretical and skills learning only
by adding experiential learning methods to instruction. Without the ex-
periential learning component, the process is too abstract and subtle to
provide students with any meaningful long-term theoretical understand-
ing. Such an understanding is an essential foundation for students to
develop an ability to make choices in the future.
Certain basic principles of learning theory support my assertion that
teaching process without experiential learning leaves the student with
only cognitive abstractions.20 The role of practice in the learning process
is most significant here. Mediation is a process which involves complex
human behavior both on the part of the mediator and the disputants.
Students need the opportunity to integrate the theory with the practical
challenges of first perceiving, and then understanding, innumerable sub-
tle cues. The student also needs to be made aware of several factors in-
fluencing the course of the mediation process. It is difficult to develop
any textured understanding of mediation unless the theory is connected
to reality. 2'
(1988) [hereinafter LANDRUM]; HAROLD PADDOCK, BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS, SETTLE-
MENT WEEK: A PRACTICAL MANUAL FOR RESOLVING CIVIL CASES THROUGH MEDIATION (1990)
[hereinafter PADDOCK].
Notably, national legislation has been proposed which would, in any state or federal civil action
for damages, require a lawyer to file a notice with the initial or responsive pleading certifying that
she has advised her client of all possible dispute resolution options. Senator McConnell planned to
reintroduce the Lawsuit Reform Act in 1991. S. 1100, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. (1989).
The Colorado Bar Association is proposing an amendment to the State Code of Professional
Responsibility requiring lawyers to advise their clients of other dispute resolution techniques besides
litigation, or face disciplinary action. Colorado Businesses Pledge Their Allegiance to A.D.R., BAR
LEADER, Jan.-Feb. 1991, at 10.
20. For a thoughtful presentation of the basic premises in learning theory applied to simula-
tions in clinical legal education, see Joseph D. Harbaugh, Simulation and Gaming: A Teaching!
Learning Strategy for Clinical Legal Education, 13 SYLLABUS 3 (June 1982) [hereinafter Harbaugh].
See also Frank J. Block, The Andragogical Basis of Clinical Legal Education, 35 VAND. L. REV. 321,
331, 340-42 (1982); Kenneth R. Kreiling, Clinical Education and Lawyer Competency: The Processes
of Learning to Learn from Experience Through Properly Structural Clinical Supervision, 40 MD. L.
REV. 285, 289-95 (1981).
21. See Harbaugh, supra note 20. For a general introduction to educational psychology, see
ERNEST R. HILGARD & GORDON H. BOWER; THEORIES OF LEARNING (4th ed. 1975); see also
PETER KLINE, THE EVERYDAY GENIUS: RESTORING CHILDREN'S NATURAL JOY OF LEARNING -
AND YOURS Too (1988); JAMES QUINA, SECONDARY EDUCATION: GOING BEYOND THE BELL
CURVE (1989); C. ROSE, ACCELERATED LEARNING (1985).
The case of one law student, Debbie, is illustrative. Debbie enrolled in my mediation seminar,
which I was teaching at another law school, after a semester-long family mediation course at her law
school. My seminar format covers the theory and practice of mediation, and students are not re-
quired to have any previous exposure to mediation. At her law school, the semester long course had
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D. Law Students Should be Able to Competently Advise Their Clients
Regarding the Selection of a Resolution Process
This task requires an accurate understanding of the client's desires,
resources, priorities, needs, and valid legal interests. Both in the role as
mediator and as advocate, the student should become conversant with
the factors to be examined when determining whether a case is "mediat-
able," and whether the particular parties are suitable for the process. 22
Furthermore, when advising their clients about the selection of a specific
resolution process, students should precisely understand their profes-
sional responsibility as a lawyer.
E. Law Students Should Understand the Functions and
Responsibilities of a Mediator
Of course, this inquiry helps the student understand what mediation
is. Significantly, however, the attainment of this goal also equips stu-
dents with the knowledge necessary to determine whether an intervener
in their case is mediating, or is engaging in some other form of dispute
resolution or diversion. Armed with this knowledge, the law student, in
his or her future role as lawyer, can make more deliberate judgments
with the client about remaining or withdrawing from the process when
an intervener does not act according to the basic precepts of mediation.
F. Law Students Should Explore What Their Professional
Responsibilities Are in Counseling and Representing a
Client Participating in Mediation
Lawyers need to know how to function in mediation when their cli-
ents have selected the process. In addition, students should become
aware of the skills they need to exercise in order to give effective repre-
sentation in the mediation context.
23
no skills agenda nor any classroom exercises. Upon entering my course, Debbie had a limited under-
standing of the process. At the end of my course, she determined that there was little similarity
between the two academic experiences. It bears noting here that Debbie's overall academic achieve-
ment in law school was good, as were both her cognitive and skills performance in my class.
22. I articulate this objective for my students as a basic premise about lawyering. I tell my
students that competent lawyering requires the ability to be both a warrior and a peacemaker. Fur-
thermore, a good lawyer is thoughtful in deciding when to be the warrior and when to be the peace-
maker. See infra part VILE for a discussion of such factors in the simulation.
23. This area is new terrain, and there is no definitive understanding of what is competent
representation in the mediation process. However, several core premises affect how an attorney
should assist a client in the process and several concerns exist that the attorney should monitor. See
infra part VILE for a discussion of many of these concerns. See also LANDRUM, supra note 19;
PADDOCK, supra note 19; M. Dee Samuels & Joel A. Shawn, The Role of the Lawyer Outside the
Mediation Process, 1983 MEDIATION Q. 13 (Dec. 1983). Mark Rutherford put forth new ethical
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G. Law Students Should Acquire Introductory Levels of Ability in
Interviewing and Listening Skills Associated with Quality
Communication and Fact Investigation
Generally, fact investigation in mediation is more inclusive than fact
investigation in litigation. However, effective fact investigation in litiga-
tion often requires inquiry into concerns beyond legally relevant facts.
Students should develop abilities to fully elicit the client's circumstances,
to satisfy the client that she or he is understood as intended, and to de-
velop the client's agenda, as contrasted from their own.24
H. Law Students Should Improve Their Ability to Think Critically
and Become Open to Exploring Alternative Interpretations
Critical thinking involves the ability to withhold judgment or to be
non-judgmental. This, in turn, requires the ability to identify and ex-
amine the assumptions in one's conclusions. Using this ability, students
should transform their conclusions into issues for inquiry. Specifically,
students should improve their ability to provide textured evaluation
standards which he argues should govern the activity of the independent outside counsel. He views
counsel as responsible for insuring fairness and maximizing resources. However, his view of the
"mediating attorney" is governed by issues of liability rather than an affirmative perspective on the
role of the client's lawyer in the mediation process. See Mark Rutherford, Lawyers and Divorce
Mediation: Designing the Role of "Outside Counsel, " 1986 MEDIATION Q. 17, 21-23 (June 1986).
For a fictional dialogue representing limited perceptions of the mediation process by both the media-
tor and the client's attorney, see Stephen B. Goldberg et al., A Dialogue on Legal Representation in
Divorce Mediation, 1985 MEDIATION Q. 5 (June 1985). Apparently, Michael Zipfel finds that in-
dependent counsel maintains at least a fiduciary duty with a client in mediation. I, however, find the
responsibilities of the attorney-client relationship in such a situation. He does argue that attorneys
who refer clients to mediation and who advise them in the process should be aware of their responsi-
bilities as independent counsel. He does not enumerate what these responsibilities are. Michael
Zipfel, The "Attorney Mediator": Protection Through Representation, 92 DICK. L. REV. 811, 824-25,
829, 836 (1988).
Leonard Riskin explores when individuals involved in mediation need legal assistance. For
example, a party might need help in the following areas: information regarding legal rights; informa-
tion on the likely results of litigation; protection from the other party's maneuvering; or, the drafting
of the final agreement. A lawyer, in this capacity, may have difficulty in understanding her or his
role. Riskin suggests that confusion about role can be resolved through attorney-client dialogue.
Further, Riskin analyzes the role of a "neutral lawyer" in the mediation process. These "neutral"
lawyers may vary from the traditional advocate in mediation in the type of legal services they pro-
vide, and the extent to which they emphasize the substantive law. In addition to the mediator, some
"neutral lawyers" go so far as to facilitate settlement. Leonard L. Riskin, Toward New Standards for
the Neutral Lawyer in Mediation, 26 ARIz. L. REV. 329, 333-35 (1984).
24. Don Peters and Martha Peters emphasize the importance of training in interviewing skills
for the realities of law practice. More specifically, they demonstrate by empirical data the benefits of
using psychological type theory in learning interviewing skills. Don Peters & Martha M. Peters,
Maybe That's Why I Do That: Psychological Type Theory, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, and
Learning Legal Interviewing, 35 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 169 (1990).
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of issues rather than conclusive positions containing unexamined
assumptions.
I. Law Students Should Understand that Certain Mediation Skills Are
Also Necessary to Effectively Perform Many Different Legal
Tasks25
There are many overlapping skills used in mediation and litigation.
One example, mentioned previously, is communication skills. Another
example is the ability to articulate inferences behind fact conclusions.
Identifying inferences greatly aids parties in mediation, and this same
ability is necessary to prepare admissible evidence.
J. Law Students Should be Familiar with Current Developments in the
Use of Dispute Resolution Mechanisms
Innovative mechanisms of dispute resolution, as well as new uses of
previously existing methods, are an integral part of a competent under-
standing of current conditions. Such innovations come from within the
legal system, from government, and from the private sector. The law
student should become acquainted with sources of developing trends in
dispute resolution and become accustomed to using these sources in
reaching an appropriate solution to a particular case.
VI. DESIGNING THE LEARNING UNIT - SETTING SUBSTANTIVE
COVERAGE PRIORITIES
In implementing these learning objectives, I selected particular as-
pects of the mediation process which provide the best basis for under-
standing what quality process is and the lawyer's role in that process.
The selection process necessarily precluded studying other aspects that
did not achieve these goals as effectively. To start, I selected key stages
of the process that when understood by the student, provide him or her
with a good theoretical framework from which to address the mediation
process in future work. After introducing the students to general con-
cepts of mediation and its stages, I devote portions of class time and the
exercise sessions to some of the stages.26 I have identified particular
25. For a discussion of the theory that many of these skills are fundamental to effective
lawyering in mainstream legal tasks, see Blaustone, supra note 2.
26. For definitions and an explanation of the relation between class and exercise session, see
infra part VII.B. In my first class I conduct an exercise in which students experience both adjudica-
tion and mediation. From this exercise students articulate the characteristics of both processes. I
then frame a fuller definition of mediation. Jack Himmerstein first introduced me to a similar ver-
sion of this exercise at the first CUNY law faculty retreat in 1983. Another version of this exercise
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stages of mediation as most essential in giving the student a basis for
comparing and contrasting adversarial problem-solving and mediation. I
also cover selected ethical issues for both attorney and mediator, and
explore the controversial issues arising from mediation, using a critical
lawyering perspective on mediation.
I begin the more intensive coverage of mediation with "Establishing
the Process," which is the preliminary stage of mediation.27 This portion
covers the following issues: trust,28 informed consent,29 withholding
judgment,30 neutrality, 3' and confidentiality.32 I examine these points in
appears in LEONARD L. RISKIN, CENTER FOR LAW AND HUMAN VALUES, CONFERENCE PRO-
CEEDINGS, 2 BEYOND THE ADVERSARY MODEL: MATERIALS ON MEDIATION AND ALTERNATIVE
APPROACHES TO LAW PRACTICE 71 (June 1984).
In this class, students also develop a list of strengths and weaknesses they think they bring to
the learning of mediation. This list helps students to express some of their misgivings about the
process vis-a-vis their law training. In addition, this listing allows the students to begin to develop
their individual clinical inventory of the strengths and weakness they bring to the practice of media-
tion. Lastly, students develop a series of concerns about mediation from their experience with the
exercise. Here, students first articulate their own sense of the controversial issues in the use of
mediation. This segment is significant, because it embraces students' concerns from the beginning,
and because it teaches the process by means of a critical examination of its pros and cons. In their
Master File Questions, students must identify their top three concerns in how the process is used.
See infra parts VII.B, X for a discussion of the Master Files Questions. Furthermore, later in the
work, these concerns are periodically revisited and developed in more depth. Thus, at the end of the
unit, the student will have had the opportunity to regularly examine the points they have identified
as the critical issues in relating mediation to lawyering.
27. Several different models articulate the stages of the mediation process. See, e.g., C. Moore,
How Mediation Work% in THE MEDIATION PROCESS: PRACTICAL STRATEGIES FOR RESOLVING
CONFLICT 13-43 (1986); Jay Folberg & Allison Taylor, Stages in the Mediation Process in MEDIA-
TION: A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO RESOLVING CONFLICTS WITHOUT LITIGATION 38-72 (1984);
Leonard L. Riskin & James E. Westbrook, Overview of Stages, Strategies, and Techniques, in MEDIA-
TION IN DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND LAWYERS 214 (1987); Nancy Rogers & Craig A. McEwen,
Typical Mediation Session-Format and Techniques, in MEDIATION LAW POLICY PRACTICE 8 (1989).
However, over the years, I developed my own nomenclature and division of the process as follows:
1.) Establishing the Process, 2.) Fact Investigation and Analysis, 3.) Framing Issues, 4.) Agenda
setting and Brainstorming, 5.) Evaluation of Options, and 6.) Closure.
28. Trust refers to what I label as "minimum trust," or the basic willingness to begin mediated
discussions, and to work with the person(s) serving as mediator. Once the process begins, effective
mediation deepens the disputants' levels of trust in both matters. Here the instruction includes iden-
tifying which skills and perceptions increase trust, and which ones decrease it.
29. "Informed consent" refers to the quality of the disputants' understanding of the mediation
process. I focus on the points about which the parties need education. In addition, I emphasize the
difference between providing explanation and achieving actual (although introductory) understand-
ing of what will be experienced. I believe the latter is necessary for securing meaningful agreement
to participate in the process. Therefore, I have attached the label "informed consent" to this
concept.
30. I use the term "withholding judgement" to convey the skills used by the mediator so that
neither of the disputants sees her or him as judging either the issues or individuals. These skills
involve internal monitoring of bias within the mediator herself or himself, as well as the interper-
sonal skills she or he uses to be experienced as nonjudgmental.
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connection with studying the content of the mediator's opening state-
ment at the mediation conference.
I then move on to the second stage: fact investigation and analysis.
Here, I focus on two major skills that control whether the mediator is
really able to develop the full story from all disputants' perspectives, not
simply for herself, but also for all of the disputants. The first set of skills
are those of "effective listening." These skills include: listening atten-
tively; clarifying responses; making different perspectives explicit; sum-
marizing content; developing details of general concern; re-directing
discussion; parroting, paraphrasing, and articulating participants' values,
beliefs, opinions, and feelings without approval or disapproval; and trans-
lating the meaning or intentions expressed by the parties. Secondly, I
focus on the examination of the mental process of inferential reasoning
because a mediator must probe what lies behind assumptions, conclu-
sions, and categorizations. 33
I then teach with some depth the stage of framing issues. This cov-
erage seeks to familiarize students with the distinction between norma-
tive and mediatable issues. If students fully achieve this goal, they will
experience how to identify the needs and interests of the parties in media-
tion. This requires students to articulate those concerns of both sides
which are genuinely capable of resolution in this process. Furthermore,
the students should be able to identify the potentially mediatable issues in
a given fact pattern. This focus is instrumental in helping students un-
derstand what mediation is, how it differs from litigation, and how litiga-
tion tasks may not reflect adversarial problem-solving. Students should
begin to develop an appreciation for those concerns that are not mediat-
able - what I label "normative issues." These are issues that require the
mediator to determinate their truth or falsity, rightness or wrongness.
Such issues are generally not appropriate for joint discussion in media-
tion. Legal issues are examples of normative issues. Generally, this pro-
cess of broadening the issues is difficult for the law student.
In cursory fashion, I refer to the skills and tasks involved in the
31. I use the term "neutrality" to refer to the theoretical characteristic of the mediator as an
impartial intervener, which is part of the definition of the generic mediation process.
32. I use the term "confidentiality" to convey two closely related aspects of the mediation pro-
cess. Primarily, I refer to the definitional requirement that when mediated discussions occur the
mediator pledges not to disclose, without prior agreement, any of the deliberations' content. Secon-
darily, I use the term confidentiality to refer to the mediator's obligation to ensure that communica-
tions in meetings with each disputant remain confidential. The mediator must clarify with each
disputant what may not be shuttled to the other disputant(s).
33. Spending time on the inferential reasoning process is extremely valuable since it applies to
most lawyering tasks, including understanding facts and how they relate to evidence rules. This, of
course, is also part of the learning agenda for the LAPI course.
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remaining stages of the process. In class, I simply highlight key points for
students to remember. Rather than concentrate on these later stages, I
choose to emphasize the limitations and concerns that a lawyer should
bear in mind when considering whether the process is an appropriate
option for a specific case. This is the type of instruction necessary for
educating students how to thoughtfully advise their future clients on all
potential options. In addition, I focus on the lawyering objectives, and
the means to obtain those objectives, when representing a client partici-
pating in this process. Finally, I also incorporate class problems that
raise ethical questions for the mediator, regarding how to handle a par-
ticular case. This coverage is useful in helping students develop flexibil-
ity and depth in their understanding of the core principles in mediation.
In addition, this type of instruction encourages the student to critically
analyze the matter rather than rely upon quick conclusions.
VII. SMITH V. JONES: AN EXAMPLE OF TEACHING FROM
SIMULATION, FOCUSING ON THE FUNDAMENTAL
CONSIDERATIONS AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Smith v. Jones is one of the hypothetical cases at CUNY Law School
that exposes students in the mediation process to the fundamental con-
siderations and learning objectives. I have divided the following discus-
sion of Smith v. Jones into distinct sections. First, I provide a synopsis of
the facts of the case.34 I then explain the larger methodology of which
Smith v. Jones is a part. Next, I briefly discuss how I administer the
initiation of the role play. Thereafter, I thoroughly discuss how to teach
the simulation's skills agenda, and its relationship to the fundamental
considerations and learning goals. Finally, I explore the factors which a
lawyer must consider in advising whether Janet Smith should participate
in mediation."
A. Synopsis of the Facts
Janet Smith is in her forties. She returned to school after several
years as a full-time homemaker and mother. She is presently a Ph.D.
candidate in clinical psychology, and is on academic probation due to
substandard seminar papers in two of her previous courses. She is at the
last stage of her pre-dissertation status. She submitted her pre-disserta-
34. The complete Smith v. Jones role instructions appear in Appendix A: See infra part IX.
The facts are a composite of actual cases from my practice.
35. Although students also examine whether Dr. Jones should participate in mediation, I con-
fine the discussion here to Janet Smith because of space limitations and because Janet ostensibly
presents surface issues about the efficacy of mediation.
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tion paper, a substantial independent writing and research assignment;
this paper is the last requirement for entry into her final dissertation year.
This assignment serves as the foundation for the final Ph.D. dissertation.
In contrast to the unsatisfactory seminar papers, this assignment is well-
researched and well-written. In her paper, Janet wrote on selected issues
regarding death and dying; she has stressed these issues in her recent
clinical work. Janet's clinical abilities in working with dying patients and
the families of dying patients are considered excellent by both her faculty
and field supervisors. One of the better hospitals in the city has offered
Janet a coveted full-time clinical position contingent upon the successful
completion of her Ph.D. the following year.
Janet is having difficulties with her graduate advisor, Dr. Jones. Be-
cause Dr. Jones did not submit a passing grade for Janet, her name did
not appear on the department list of students whose pre-dissertation pa-
pers are satisfactory and who are now considered ready for their disserta-
tion. He believes she plagiarized the work, since the quality is far
superior to anything else Janet has produced. Janet meets with Dr. Jones
to discuss why her name is not on the dissertation-ready list. A confron-
tation occurs and Janet walks out in haste.
The following day, Dr. Jones finds that his office has been ransacked
and that key portions of his manuscript files have been destroyed. Fur-
ther, he finds an empty coffee cup on the floor by his manuscript files,
with coffee stains appearing on many of the torn papers. He recognizes
this coffee cup as one he has seen Janet use.
Dr. Jones is currently up for tenure. He is considered to be a top
theorist in behavioral psychology. He does not value clinical skills, but is
generally considered to have great promise in research. Many of his se-
nior tenured colleagues in the department value his knowledge, but re-
main neutral about his candidacy. Dr. Jones believes that it is important
to his career that his advisees perform well in the department. Moreover,
both his publisher and his tenure committee expect that he will meet his
deadlines for finishing his current manuscripts.
Janet files an informal complaint with the campus affirmative action
office. She believes Dr. Jones may be biased against her because of her
age and gender. Pursuant to the affirmative action office's internal regu-
lations, a mediation hearing has been scheduled in this case with a
trained mediator who is on the office staff. Both Janet Smith and Dr.
Jones have indicated that they do not want a public proceeding in the
matter. They are quite concerned about avoiding any publicity at this
time.
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B. Part of a Larger Methodology
The provocative facts in Smith v. Jones are integral to the methodol-
ogy of the larger learning unit on mediation. This methodology requires
the student to actively engage with the subject and to theoretically under-
stand the material. The curriculum design for the mediation coverage
combines regular class hours, along with a specially designated time for
exercise sessions for the mediation roleplays.36 Generally, I teach five or
six regular classes combined with four exercise sessions."' I teach the
regular class hours on mediation, sometimes with the assistance of a col-
league. The regular class hours introduce the work done in the exercise
sessions. The exercise sessions are held outside of the large classroom, in
seminar-like conditions at regularly scheduled times. In these exercise
sessions, students are required to meet for an introduction to the exercise,
to do the exercise, and to discuss the exercise in light of the previous
class. At least two hours are needed for an exercise session, but two-
and-a-half to three hours are better.
I lead these exercise sessions with the assistance of outside mediators
and other involved faculty members. This design allows us to divide the
students into smaller sections for the exercise session taught by a team of
instructors. The mediation exercise sessions are regularly limited to ap-
proximately forty students in each section. Each section is co-taught by
a law school faculty member and a guest teacher. In addition, other law
school faculty may participate as part of the team of instructors for that
section.35
36. For the first three semesters at CUNY Law School, students work in groups of twenty in
the Lawyering Seminars, where simulation activity occurs. Students study material from the courses
and apply them to the work of the Lawyering Seminars. The Lawyering Seminar provides me with
the necessary, specially designated time for mediation exercise sessions. Teachers at other law
schools will need to create a format and allocate time for the exercise sessions within the limits of
their students' class schedules and free time.
Along with my reading assignments, students receive a background memorandum discussing
the nature and requirements of the mediation learning unit. This article contains much of the sub-
stance of this memorandum. The entire background memorandum and the LAPI syllabus are on file
with the author.
37. Instructors arrange the logistics of the exercise sessions so as to permit each law student to
have at least one opportunity to play the role of mediator for at least forty minutes. It is important
that each student has the opportunity to play the role of mediator because the experience enhances
the student's understanding of the functions and challenges facing the mediator. Inevitably, this
experience enriches the students' comments in class regarding the material.
The students also play the role of disputants in the various roleplays when they are not acting as
mediators. The value of the experiential learning in the role of disputant is very high because stu-
dents can use their experience to critically analyze how the process was delivered. Further, by criti-
quing how the theoretical issues in the roleplay affected them, students address specific concerns
regarding the use of the mediation process.
38. Each year I coordinate the selection, pairing, orientation, and training of all of these col-
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At the beginning of each exercise session, the students receive
Master File Questions that indicate the general learning goals for that
exercise session and the previous class. Students must submit written
answers to these questions. The answers are kept in their Mediation
Master File which is filed at the school. The Master File Questions are
intended to encourage directed reflection on the material. The questions
provide the student with a means to synthesize the readings, the class,
and the exercise into a more complete understanding of the process. 39
Furthermore, the Master File offers the teacher a relatively quick way to
check general comprehension, and later serves as one indicator of each
student's performance for evaluation and grading.'
In the first exercise session, the entire group of students prepares one
of the teachers to perform an opening statement. The teacher then per-
forms the opening statement exactly as instructed by the students. The
group then discusses the opening statement in several respects. First,
students explore its strengths and weaknesses. Second, students relate
the experience to the theory regarding the definition and functions of the
process. Third, students examine feedback techniques for the perform-
ance that they must replicate in the subsequent exercise sessions. In each
of the succeeding exercise sessions, the students roleplay one of my
simulations.
The second exercise session is devoted to the preliminary issues of
fact investigation, such as active listening. In this session, the entire
group stays together to observe and give feedback to at least three stu-
dents who rotate in the role of mediator. Here, the remaining students
have the role instructions for one side or the other. They are told to
know their side well and to follow the proceedings closely as they may be
called on to switch places with one of the disputants. Keeping the stu-
dents together for this large group exercise is particularly useful to set
expectations for their participation. Specifically, setting expectations in-
volves modeling how to do a roleplay, and demonstrating the use of
guidelines, professional reflection, and principled feedback.
leagues prior to the start of the mediation coverage for the students. In my recruitment, I emphasize
the combination of law and mediation experience. I recruit mediators who have demonstrated
thoughtful reflection regarding the relationship among the legal system, the role of lawyers, and
mediation. Additionally, before instruction begins, it is important to specially train the law school
faculty who will collaborate in this teaching. Faculty receive specific instruction in the material's
substance and regular guidance for teaching the material. This kind of faculty orientation is neces-
sary to ensure that the different exercise sessions treat the material with some uniformity.
39. See infra part X, App. B for examples of the Master File Questions.
40. Eve Hill notes that teaching non-objective material that emphasizes feminist sensitivity does
not neatly fit into objective grading systems. See Hill, supra note 14, at 376-79. Master File Ques-
tions address this concern.
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The remaining sessions focus on additional concerns in fact investi-
gation and issue framing. In these sessions, students work in groups of
three when doing the simulation.4 The students were told how to play
the role of a disputant in the mediation simulations at the beginning of
the first session, when they were divided up into the smaller groups for
the roleplaying.
Each of the simulations is designed to highlight the substance cov-
ered in the previous class session, to enhance skills, and to raise thorny
substantive questions such as how to protect civil liberties, legal interests
of the parties, neutrality, and power imbalances.42 After the simulation,
the co-teachers discuss the experience with the students. This discussion
covers a series of questions which focus specifically on the learning objec-
tives for this particular stage of the learning unit. These questions are
related to the Master File Questions for that segment. Lastly, the in-
structors reserve some questions for discussion in the following large
class.
1. The Examination Component
Both to encourage synthesis and as an evaluation device, I give a
written, in-class open book examination which requires each student to
apply the key skills necessary to frame issues in mediation. Students
watch a video tape depicting the fact statements in a mediation. 3 From
this scenario, students are asked to identify the needs and interests of
each party, the potential mediatable issues, and the normative issues
which are inappropriate for mediation. Further, the examination re-
quires students to assume the role of lawyer and counsel their clients as
to which process they should pursue given the particular facts of the
41. Teachers may choose to assign the students roles or have the students select their own
groups. The principal concern is to make sure the students rotate in playing the role of mediator in
each exercise session, so that by the end of the instruction each student has had the opportunity to
play mediator at least once. I recommend that teachers encourage a change in group composition
with each exercise session in order to best simulate actual mediation conditions. It is also a matter of
preference whether to assign students to the role of observer who has specific duties in the feedback
discussion. Clearly, a number of different techniques facilitate administration of the roleplays, and it
is beyond the scope of this article to specifically examine all the clinical teaching techniques in the
use of simulation.
42. Margaret Shaw and Susan Herman assisted me in the design and drafting of three simula-
tions: Smith v. Jones, Ferraro v. Smith, and Kielly v. Campbell. Smith v. Jones appears in Appendix
A, below. See infra part IX. The latter two roleplaying exercises are on file with the author.
43. Although I create the fact pattern and make the video for the exam, several videos of medi-
ation exist that a teacher can easily use to test for the same comprehension and skills. The National
Institute for Dispute Resolution has published a thorough annotated bibliography of dispute resolu-
tion tapes. JAY FOLBERG & K. CLAUS, NAT'L. INST. FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION, DISPUTE RESO-
LUTION'EDUCATION AND TRAINING: A VIDEO REFERENCE GUIDE (1989).
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case. Students must explain their recommendations and explicitly ad-
dress the analysis of leading commentators in the field of mediation to
support their recommendations.' The examination has worked quite
well as a catalyst for students to synthesize the mediation subject matter.
Moreover, since the material is compulsory, most students take the mate-
rial seriously enough to perform satisfactorily on the examination. Past
experience has shown that, in the absence of such an examination, the
disinterested student was able to avoid serious study of the process.45
C. Administration of the Roleplay
The facts of Smith v. Jones are sufficiently complex to give the stu-
dent mediators ample opportunity to develop the combined fact pattern.
Thus, this roleplay works most effectively in a session where all students
are assigned to small groups for a mediation exercise, rather than in a
large group demonstration. Further, instructors should only use this
roleplay after presenting the overview to the process of "establishing the
process" and fact investigation. To maximize the instructional value of
this roleplay, students should be previously exposed to some of the basic
concepts and skills in fact gathering, inferential reasoning, and active lis-
tening. The exercise session should provide the experiential basis for ex-
amining how the students apply their understanding of these specific
skills.
Smith v. Jones is particularly useful for teaching fact investigation
and issue-framing, and for exploring the process' appropriate limitations.
Smith v. Jones provides a good fact pattern for teaching how to frame
issues in mediation. Following this exercise session, students learn about
issues in mediation and, as part of the large classroom discussion, they
then formulate the potential mediatable and normative issues using the
Smith v. Jones facts. These facts are also used as a basis for a serious
examination of the factors students should consider to determine
whether mediation is the appropriate dispute resolution mechanism for
the specific disputants.
At the beginning of this exercise session, the team instructors focus
on the content of the previous large class, fact investigation and active
listening, and particularly emphasize practicing the skills that were in-
troduced. The team instructors highlight particular points from their
44. The readings are listed in the LAPI syllabus (on file with the author).
45. Hill posits that objectivity in traditional grading is a form of traditional maleness. The
challenge to the educator is to create accountability and foster sensitivity to the feminist perspective
at the same time. Hill, supra note 14, at 378.
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own perspective. 46 They then introduce students to the subject matter
and nature of the specific role play. Students learn that Smith v. Jones
involves issues of potential illegal discrimination and bias, or possible
civil liberties concerns in higher education. Before students begin pre-
paring for the Smith v. Jones roleplay, instructors ask them to note for
themselves what they should experience from the mediator in the
roleplay. Students also receive their Master File Questions, which they
are asked to keep in mind during and after the roleplay. Additionally,
students are asked to think about whether mediation is the appropriate
means to resolve this particular dispute.47 Students then break into
small groups for the exercise. Students receive the role instructions, and
have ten minutes to prepare their roles prior to commencing the actual
roleplay.4" They perform the roleplay in the allotted time and locations;
locations are designated in a manner that allows the team instructors to
circulate and observe the students at work. After the allotted time for
the roleplaying, the students spend a few additional minutes together giv-
ing each other feedback in the manner modeled in the earlier exercise
sessions. Finally, students reconvene as one group in order to process the
Smith v. Jones roleplay.
D. The Skills Agenda: The First Fundamental Consideration -
Quality Process
The skills agenda in Smith v. Jones is based upon the first fundamen-
tal consideration: providing quality process. This section specifically il-
lustrates the connection between the skills agenda and the learning
objectives for the instruction. Several of the learning objectives are tied
into the teaching of the simulation.
In performing the Smith v. Jones simulation, students focus on culti-
46. I regularly provide the team leaders with a teaching "manual" for each exercise session and
meet with the lead instructors to review progress and modify the agenda as necessary.
47. See supra part VILE.
48. Ten minutes may seem inadequate for preparation and might therefore encourage the stu-
dents to disregard the experience. However, this conclusion demonstrates a misunderstanding of the
role of experiential learning in this mediation unit. Students should not have the opportunity to
deeply study the instructions, because the average student tends to unnecessarily complicate the facts
and she or he usually gravitates towards generating normative issues. Extensive role preparation at
these introductory stages has often led law students, during the actual roleplaying stage, to adopt
unrealistic adversarial postures. Additionally, I did not intend that the exercise sessions unreasona-
bly increase the student work load. Rather, I choose to fill the workload outside of class and the
exercise sessions with assigned readings and reflective responses to the Master File Questions. In my
mediation seminars and when we have assigned a major part of the third semester simulation to a
mediation component, students received advance instructions for preparation of an extensive media-
tion which is videotaped and later discussed in class.
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vating the interviewing and listening skills underlying quality communi-
cation and fact investigation.4 9 In mediation, the mediator must help the
parties develop their facts for each other in order to expand each person's
viewpoint. Students become aware of the challenges inherent in develop-
ing the facts among people who are in the midst of conflict.50 This is a
drastic departure from the traditional experience of interviewing a client
or witness. Furthermore, students gain greater skill in fully developing
the party's circumstances, and making the party feel understood by both
the mediator and the other disputant. Moreover, the students learn to
advance the party's agenda rather than their own.
Essentially, the basis for achieving these learning goals depends on
student exposure to three broad categories of "building block" skills.
The reader should remember that because this instruction is limited in
scope, and depends upon what areas are actually discussed, a few se-
lected skills will receive more detailed attention.51 The first of these
building blocks is entitled "Withholding Judgment," which involves a
number of distinct sub-skills.52 These are: avoiding charged language;
making different perspectives explicit; translating meaning or intention
for the parties; acknowledging the values, beliefs, opinions, and feelings
of the parties without expressing approval or disapproval; and monitor-
ing one's own assumptions, opinions, and conclusions in order to remain
objective in the mediation process. A second building block is entitled
"Active Listening." Active Listening includes: conveying attentiveness;
re-directing discussion; parroting; and paraphrasing. The third category
of building block skills is entitled "Interviewing Skills." Interviewing
Skills include: the use of both broad and narrow open questions; identify-
ing the inferences behind assumptions or conclusions for the parties; clar-
ifying information; developing details of general concerns; and
summarizing content.
In the large classroom, prior to the Smith v. Jones exercise session, I
instruct on the theory and technique of these skills. Thereafter, students
are asked to articulate the characteristics of an individual whom they
have recently experienced as a good listener. Students are then asked to
modify that set of characteristics to fit someone who is listening to people
who disagree with each other in order to help them find mutually accept-
49. See supra part V.G.
50. See supra part VII.B.
51. These specific "building block" skills are covered in the first stages of establishing the pro-
cess and fact investigation. Thus, they receive primary coverage in two classes and two exercise
sessions. They receive additional coverage only as a secondary matter when the issues arise in the
subsequent instruction of the mediation curriculum.
52. These three areas of skills have no hierarchical ranking.
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able solutions to their disagreements; in other words, students should de-
scribe a good mediator. By participating in this exercise, students further
develop their understanding of the mediation process, and of the tasks of
the mediator. 3 Students then discuss the value of these specific skills in
accomplishing the purposes of fact investigation in mediation. Addition-
ally, students critique the use of communications skills in various media-
tion scenarios. Finally, students are asked to recommend specific
changes in the use of communication skills in the different mediation
scenarios.
The Smith v. Jones exercise session begins with a discussion of which
specific questioning and listening techniques the students would select for
fact investigation in mediation and why. Team instructors lead this dis-
cussion, which is more textured than the preliminary large classroom
exposure. Students are asked to identify which behaviors they would
avoid during fact investigation in mediation, and why. This discussion
helps the student distinguish among different resolution processes, and in
particular, between mediation and litigation.54 The mediator/instructor
is able to relate the skills to her or his own practice. The non-mediator
law teacher can identify the role that many of these specific skills play in
lawyering activity."
The focus on this particular skills agenda helps the students see how
easily mediators may lose their impartiality, or how the disputants may
perceive them to favor one side over the other. Again, this observation
increases the students' understanding of the nature of the mediation pro-
cess. 6 Smith v. Jones is particularly useful for discussing neutrality.
Some students in the mediator role invariably comment on their inability
to remain neutral about the dispute. Also, some students in the role of
Smith or Jones inevitably mention that they experienced the mediator as
favoring the other side. The discussion of neutrality or impartiality oc-
curs, in large part, because the fact pattern is a familiar one to which
most law students have been previously exposed.
Students next identify the specific techniques that were used to de-
velop the facts in Smith v. Jones. They then explain why a particular
technique helped them disclose the facts. For instance, a student playing
the role of Janet Smith may identify and explain how she felt better un-
derstood after the mediator acknowledged her anxiety over not being
placed on the dissertation-ready list. A student playing the role of Dr.
53. See supra part V.E.
54. See supra part V.A, D.
55. See supra part V.I.
56. See supra part V.E.
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Jones may remark on the usefulness of being asked for more detail con-
cerning why he doubts the authorship of the pre-dissertation paper. Stu-
dents are then asked to make specific suggestions regarding how to
improve the fact investigation in the next mediation. Here, for example,
a student playing the role of Janet Smith may observe that being asked,
"Well, you heard Dr. Jones, did you plagiarize the paper?" put her im-
mediately on the defensive. She interpreted the question to indicate that
the mediator believed Dr. Jones, rather than her. Therefore, the student
may suggest that the mediator would be more successful if, instead, she
or he would ask something like, "Would you like to tell Dr. Jones how
you wrote your paper?" On the other hand, a student playing Dr. Jones
might offer that he became defensive when asked, "Like Janet said, don't
you think you should have spoken to her directly before you decided not
to submit a passing grade for the paper?" This student may suggest the
mediator take a different approach. For instance, "What are your reac-
tions to Janet's concerns about not talking with you about this matter
before the grades were posted?"
This discussion is usually quite animated with students sharing their
different perspectives on the experience. This provides the instructors
with an opportunity to highlight the influence of perspective on fact in-
terpretation. Moreover, the instructors can emphasize the differences in
how various students handled the single case. This observation encour-
ages the students to understand that there is no generic Janet Smith or
Dr. Jones. Rather, many different types of Smiths and Jones exist, and
the specific differences greatly influence how to administer the process
and the final outcome as well.
A primary focus in this post-roleplay skills discussion is to reinforce
the skill of effectively paraphrasing the facts while also acknowledging
emotional content. This focus helps the student understand how to re-
spond to another individual in a way which demonstrates adequate un-
derstanding to that individual. Students often comment that, contrary to
what they had originally thought, this level of paraphrasing was difficult
for them during the roleplay in Smith v. Jones. They remark that this
task requires complete concentration and much practice. They also often
remark that they experienced personal satisfaction when paraphrased ac-
curately. The instructors reinforce such remarks as positive indications
of students' awareness of the skills they need to perfect to conduct ade-
quate fact investigation. Finally, all these observations provide a basis
from which students begin to understand that many of the skills used in
13411992]
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mediation are also used in law practice."
Later, in the large class, students use the facts of Smith v. Jones to
identify the needs and interests of the two parties, to frame mediatable
issues, and to identify potential normative issues.58 The identification of
all possible needs and interests includes those concerns that may not be
appropriate for mediation, or which mediation cannot resolve. This ap-
plication of theory to the facts is done after the instruction on framing
issues in mediation and is contrasted with the framing of normative
issues. 9
As an illustration, students are expected to articulate answers simi-
lar to the following examples; these examples are correct, but not exhaus-
tive. Janet Smith's needs and interests might include the following
considerations. She needs to determine how to be admitted to the final
dissertation year. She needs to graduate on time. She needs to have her
work acknowledged as her own. She needs to develop an academic rela-
tionship with her supervisor with clear expectations regarding supervi-
sion and performance for both the teacher and student. Furthermore,
she does not want to be associated with the vandalism.
Some of Dr. Jones' needs and concerns can be articulated as well.
He needs to be free from vocal advisee dissatisfaction and criticism dur-
ing his tenure review process. He needs to restore his research and finish
his manuscripts. He is concerned about his reputation among his ten-
ured colleagues. He needs to have academically productive doctoral stu-
dents. He needs to uphold specific academic standards within his field
and within his department. He needs to effectively articulate the mean-
ing of these standards to his advisees. He needs confirmation, or collat-
eral evidence, that Janet Smith is indeed the sole author of her pre-
dissertation paper. He needs to establish whether Janet should remain
his advisee. If so, he needs an academic relationship with clear expecta-
tions regarding supervision and performance for both himself and Janet.
Dr. Jones may also need to resolve, at least within himself, how the van-
dalism issue relates to his ability to continue to serve as Smith's
supervisor.
To frame some of the above needs and concerns as explicit mediat-
able issues requires transforming these points into less partisan inquiries.
These inquries might take the following form. What constitutes ade-
quate assurance of authorship for the pre-dissertation paper? What
57. See supra part V.I.
58. See supra part VI.
59. Using case scenarios from the simulations to teach mediation is similar to using the "prob-
lem method" in teaching doctrine.
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should be the guidelines for the protection of both reputations in the fu-
ture? What should be the expectations for supervision and performance
in the doctoral advisor-advisee relationship? What are the specific aca-
demic requirements for Smith to continue the academic program? What
are the possible time constraints facing both individuals? How, if feasi-
ble, can the time constraints be accommodated?
Potential normative issues in Smith v. Jones might include the fol-
lowing formulations: Did Janet Smith commit plagiarism? Did Janet
Smith vandalize Dr. Jones' office? Is Dr. Jones biased against female
and/or older students? Has Janet been unresponsive to academic criti-
cism? Did Dr. Jones unlawfully discriminate against Janet Smith due to
her sex, in violation of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972,
when he evaluated her doctoral candidacy?' Here, it is imperative that
students understand that some of these normative concerns may be ex-
plored during the factual investigation. However, the actual formulation
of explicit issues would not take the form of the concerns worded in this
manner.6 Likewise, judgmental determinations of these concerns would
not be worded so as to characterize either party positively or negatively.
This is especially true when both parties have not expressed a desire for
these determinations in their discussions with each other.
When students are able to articulate needs and interests, mediatable
issues and normative issues, they have achieved certain learning goals in
the mandatory study of mediation. The ability to perform these skills
reflects some understanding of conflict analysis.62 The student responses
come from their simulating the facts of the case. Thus, students are able
to move from the concrete application of mediation skills back to the
theoretical understanding of the work. This is the purpose of the learn-
ing objective in providing experiential learning.63 Student response also
indicates they understand some of the functions and responsibilities of
the mediator." This understanding helps the student determine, in her
or his role as attorney, whether the mediation process meets the particu-
lar goals and needs of a client.65
60. 20 U.S.C. § 1681 (1988).
61. See supra part VI.
62. See supra part V.B.
63. For a discussion of the purpose for providing experiential learning as part of the mediation
study, see supra part V.C. See also supra part VII.B. Furthermore, this purpose is achieved not only
by discussing issue-framing, but also by using Smith v. Jones to study fact investigation and by
discussing whether mediation is appropriate in this case.
64. See supra part V.E.
65. See supra part VII.D.
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E. Is Mediation Appropriate for Janet Smith? 6 The Second
Fundamental Consideration - Competent Advice
The second fundamental consideration in designing this mandatory
mediation curriculum comprises a significant part of the student's work
with Smith v. Jones. Students, in role as lawyers, explore in depth the
considerations in advising their client about which resolution process to
pursue. Depending upon whether students played the role of Janet
Smith, Dr. Jones, or the mediator, their responses to many of the follow-
ing inquiries will vary. This variation is desirable because it demon-
strates the analytical texture necessary in a specific case before deciding
whether mediation is an appropriate vehicle for dispute resolution. Fur-
ther, this diverse discussion should help students understand that ab-
straction cannot satisfactorily resolve issues such as those concerning
power imbalances and bias involving gender, race, or any excluded
class.6 7 Whether a student is asked to think like a mediator or an advo-
66. See supra note 35.
67. For an introductory analysis to the concept of bias in mediation, see Christopher
Honeymann, Patterns of Bias in Mediation, 1985 Mo. J. Disp. REs. 141 (1985). The risks of race,
age, gender, and disability-based bias, as well as homophobia, have concerned both adherents and
critics because of their adverse effects on mediation participants. Delgado argues that mediation is at
best a dubious forum for minorities, and implicitly for women as well, because the parties are not
protected by the rules of evidence and procedure. See Delgado, Fairness and Formality, supra note
12. See also Robert H. Mnookin & Lewis Kornhauser, Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: The
Case of Divorce, 88 YALE L.J. 950, 978-80 (1979) (parties at a power disadvantage may suffer more
harm because of a lack of predictability in outcome). Using social psychology theory as authority,
Delgado concludes that the risk of prejudice in mediation is high because bias is environmental,
advocates do not handle confrontation, parties may have differing socio-economic status, and the
matter is personal. See Delgado, Fairness and Formality, supra note 12. This argument is not indi-
vidual-specific. Rather, it is made on a class-wide basis. The authors suggest that mediation should
be banned entirely when all of the above negative qualities are present, making the danger of bias too
great. See id. at 1404. I submit that Smith v. Jones has all of the qualities in question. Thus,
Delgado would bar mediation, and Janet Smith would not have the opportunity to explore and
choose mediation even with the help of her attorney. From my perspective, Delgado's view perpetu-
ates bias because a stranger decides for all Janet Smiths that they all have the same qualities and that
they are not capable of effectively using mediation. Under Delgado's view, a paternalistic figure
from afar would, without regard to the specifics of the particular case, determine what is best for a
class of people. I advocate that responsible consideration of these negative qualities requires that the
specifics of a particular case inform the decision to mediate, as the later discussion of Smith v. Jones
illustrates.
Delgado's thesis does not rely on any empirical evidence comparing outcomes in mediation and
adjudication. However, a few quantitative studies are in progress. One such study will test the
Delgado thesis, and has been carefully and scientifically structured. Michelle Hermann, one of the
researchers, is a noted mediator, law professor, clinician, and feminist. I encourage readers to write
for a copy of the project's proposal, Proposal for an Empirical Study of the Effects of Race and
Gender on Small Claims Adjudication and Mediation, published by the Institute of Public Law,
University of New Mexico School of Law.
However, Delgado's thesis has received additional support from two recent scholarly articles.
In the first article, Ian Ayres statistically documents the adverse effects of institutionalized bias in
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cate, the student must become conversant with the several factors which
determine whether Smith and/or Jones are amenable to the mediation
process.68
At least one large classroom discussion is devoted to the issues in-
volving the decision of whether mediation is an appropriate avenue.69
Students must describe their reasoning in identifying the factors or stan-
dards they use in determining whether mediation is desirable. This study
is further reinforced in the examination, which requires students to coun-
sel their client on the choice of process. 0
Three important spheres of inquiry determine whether to advise Ja-
net Smith that she should participate in mediation. First, this determina-
tion depends upon who Janet Smith is. This requires identifying some of
her personal characteristics, abilities, and circumstances. Second, the de-
cision to participate in the mediation depends upon who the mediator is.
The advocate must have some sense of the intervener's specific abilities to
use certain key skills, and a sense of her or his theoretical perspective
regarding the values that mediation serve. Third, the decision to mediate
also depends upon an evaluation of any other viable options available to
retail car negotiations. See Ian Ayres, Fair Driving: Gender and Race Discrimination in Retail Car
Negotiation, 104 HARV. L. REv. 817 (1991). Although the facts of the study dealt with face to face
negotiations rather than mediation, the study nonetheless confirms the adverse effects of race and
gender bias in informal and unmonitored transactions. In the second article, Trina Grillo examines
the California Mandatory Custody Mediation Program, and other community programs, and identi-
fies the presence of disturbing forms of race and gender bias in the provision of process. See Trina
Grillo, The Mediation Alternative: Process Dangers for Women, 100 YALE L.J. 1545 (1991) [hereinaf-
ter Grillo]. Not only is the design of the California program faulty, but the ineptitudes and un-
checked biases of the individual mediators are exposed. Professor Grillo, like Professor Herman,
brings a rich perspective to this critique as a mediator, law professor, clinician, and feminist. Laurie
Leitch sets forth a feminist view of mediation and identifies dangers in the process similar to those
Professor Grillo describes. See M. Laurie Leitch, The Politics of Compromise: A Feminist Perspective
on Mediation, 1986 MEDIATION Q. 163, 168-73 (1986). She advocates that mediators be sensitized
to the larger social, economic, and political context of family mediation. In this manner, Leitch
advocates for the type of mediator illustrated in the Smith v. Jones discussion. See also Laurie
Woods, Mediation: A Backlash to Women's Progress on Family Law Issues, 19 CLEARINGHOUSE
REv. 431 (Summ. 1985). The consequences of bias cannot be minimized, because the multiple bur-
dens of bias create a cumulative effect which is greater than the sum of each of the specific instances
an individual experiences. See Kimberlie Crenshaw, Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and
Sex, 1989 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 139, 152-57 (1989).
68. See supra part V. This study contributes to the student's clinical abilities to evaluate a case.
The understanding gained by students increases their awareness of the tasks they will face, as a
lawyer, in meeting their professional responsibility in helping their clients best manage a dispute. In
sum, this study accomplishes several of the learning objectives described earlier in this article.
69. As with each aspect of the mediation study, students are assigned readings that cover these
topics. These readings are specified in both the background memorandum and the LAPI syllabus.
Both documents are available from the author.
70. See supra text accompanying note 43 for a discussion on the nature and content of this
examination. The examination is scheduled at the end of the mediation study.
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Janet Smith in resolving the matter. Each of these areas entails substan-
tial analysis and reflection.
Initially, a determination to participate in mediation must focus on
the profile of the affected individual, in this case Janet Smith. I teach the
generic characteristics for participation and ask the students to develop a
series of questions which they need to answer to determine Janet Smith's
amenability to the process.7 Parties in a successful mediation must pos-
sess certain attributes which enable and empower them to reach a princi-
pled result.72 To determine the presence of these attributes requires
answers to many questions. The following inquiries target the key char-
acteristics that Janet should possess to effectively participate in media-
tion.73 Is Janet Smith psychologically able to question the mediator, or is
she intimidated by the process or the intervener? In other words, is she
able to speak for herself? Is Janet Smith able to identify and explore her
71. Gary Friedman was among the very first mediator/attorneys to articulate a series of char-
acteristics regarding amenability to the process. See GARY FRIEDMAN, THE CENTER FOR DEVEL-
OPMENT OF MEDIATION IN LAW, TRAINING MATERIALS (August, 1983). For access to these
materials, contact Gary Friedman, Director, The Center for Development of Mediation in Law, 34
Forrest Street, Mill Valley, CA. I am grateful for his delineation. I have since developed my own
listing that expands upon his earlier work.
72. See supra part IV for the author's theoretical perspective on the values that mediation
should serve. The author's theoretical perspective on the values embodied in mediation is the foun-
dation for the discussion of who the mediator is that follows. The choice of values makes a differ-
ence in the process the parties will actually experience. For instance, an intervener who merely
embraces the value of settlement, in and of itself, will not be as committed to performing all the tasks
which promote individual empowerment in the process. Furthermore, such an intervener may not
be motivated to do her utmost to equalize power disparities and to reduce the influence of bias,
including her own. Such bias detracts from the opportunity for genuine equal participation in the
process by people of color, women, gays and lesbians, older people, and the differently abled. The
threat of bias in human interaction is great because institutions and people operate through informal
and formal rules that create a dynamic disposed to bias. See Stephanie M. Wildman, Integration in
the 1980's: The Dream of Diversity and the Cycle of Exclusion, 64 TUL. L. REV. 1625, 1669-70
(1990). See also note 67. The reduction of bias in mediation requires that the mediator value bias
elimination; also, the mediator must be able to monitor and control bias.
In addition, the attorney should also be concerned about the mediator's potential lack of "cul-
tural awareness." Bias is easily detected as overt and conscious prejudgment. "Cultural awareness"
is a more subtle test, and an important indicator of whether the mediator appreciates the symbolic
effects of words and actions in their cultural context. Professor Charles Lawrence proposes a "cul-
tural awareness" test for equal protection claims, in which the standard for intent would shift from
purposeful intent to whether the common person in the dominant culture would symbolically link
the effect of a statement or action to bias. If so, Lawrence argues, the actor acted on bias, even if
unconsciously. In this sense the victim has been deprived equal protection of the law. See Charles
Lawrence, The Id, The Ego, and Equal Protection: Reckoning with Unconscious Racism, 39 STAN. L.
REV. 317, 356-58, 364-81 (1987). Attorneys could apply a derivation of Lawrence's "cultural aware-
ness" test to assist their investigation of potential mediators by gauging sensitivities and thereby
minimize the risk that their client will face discrimination in mediation.
73. Because of the potential for bias in this case, Janet's attributes become decisive in electing
whether to mediate. See supra notes 67, 72.
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issues regarding the problem? Is she able to examine her needs without
subjugating her concerns and interests?74 Is she able to accept assistance
from the mediator? Is she able to explore alternative solutions? Is she
able to consider different ideas about fairness? How important is vindica-
tion to her? Does she want to try mediation? What are her motivations
for preferring mediation? Does she understand the mediation process?
Is she able to explore Dr. Jones' perspective? Does she have access to the
resources she needs to enable her to engage in informed and self-deter-
mined bargaining?
Once a lawyer determines whether an individual is amenable to me-
diation, the lawyer should focus her attention on getting a sense of the
mediator's abilities and the mediator's perspective on the values that me-
diation serves."' Janet Smith's lawyer would want to know the particular
biases and experience of the prospective mediator. Many excellent, well-
trained mediators are sensitive to the subtle and complex issues in cases
such as Smith v. Jones. However, attorneys also need to know that some
mediators are not sensitive to these concerns at all. Furthermore, there
are mediators who are generally competent, but who lack abilities in cer-
tain areas.76 The goal of finding a suitable mediator is similar to judge-
shopping. However, here the concerns involve finding someone who is
sensitive to the special dimensions of the case, rather than favorably dis-
posed to particular issues. Meeting this goal is crucial to an equitable
resolution of the case. Thus, in Smith v. Jones, if it appears that the
74. A major concern in the prevention of bias against women in informal transactions is the
possibility that women operate from an unquestioned ethic of care, or a relational perspective that
prevents a woman from being able to identify and assert her individual needs. See generally CAROL
GILLIGAN, IN A DIFFERENT VOICE: PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY AND WOMEN'S DEVELOPMENT
(1982); DEBORAH TANNEN, You JusT DON'T UNDERSTAND: MEN AND WOMEN IN CONVERSA-
TION (1990); Grillo, supra note 67, at 1555-56.
75. The individual mediator controls the process. She or he influences not only which issues,
but how issues are discussed. See Susan S. Silbey & Sally E. Merry, Mediator Settlement Strategies, 8
LAW & POL. 4 (1986).
76. The case of one of my colleagues comes to mind. Eleven years ago she and I were part of
the same training program for a court-annexed Neighborhood Justice Center. Thereafter, she and I,
among others, mediated many cases for that program. We also co-mediated on a few cases. I re-
garded her as one of the better skilled mediators at the program. Much later, she and I were among
those chosen for special Persons in Need of Supervision (PINS) mediation training. In these types of
mediations, the mediator must provide process among parents, children, and institutional represent-
atives. During the training, my colleague roleplayed the mediator in a typical case. I was startled
when she openly accused the mother of not being fair to the daughter. After the roleplay, she
declared that she could only look at the dispute in a biased way because of her own strongly-held
parenting views. She was not able to withhold judgment, and she uncontrollably came forth with
her statement. Clearly, she was not suited to mediate PINS cases. Unlike this colleague, many
mediators are unaware of their own limitations and biases. Therefore, the attorney and the con-
sumer in general must pay attention to this concern. See supra notes 67, 72.
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designated mediator is not well-suited for Janet, and if the selection of
another mediator is not possible, Janet's only option may be to decline
mediation.
Mediation has not yet come under a regulatory scheme having a
clear set of definitions and guidelines." Even if such regulation existed,
it would not necessarily conform to the author's empowerment scheme.
Thus, the lawyer can not presume that regulation insures the kind of in-
depth inquiry into the party's amenability to process as described above.
It is necessary, therefore, that attorneys examine the previous inquiries
for their clients, as well as investigate who the mediator would be. Such
investigation is not an easy task given the the absence of state or national
mediator data banks. However, attorneys may take certain steps that
should yield important information. First, they may ascertain the media-
tor's reputation by discussing her or his qualifications and characteristics
with the source of referral or the mediator's agency or supervisor, and by
talking with individuals whose cases the mediator handled. Second,
speaking directly with the mediator should yield some valuable insights
for the attorney. For instance, after such a conversation, the attorney
may ask herself how well the mediator investigated and responded to her
concerns. A mediator who works within an empowerment framework
should welcome and facilitate inquiries regarding the nature of the pro-
cess, her or his perspective, and her or his skills. Furthermore, a media-
tor who works within the empowerment context should be willing to
refer an attorney to previous clients.
77. Several organizations have issued policy statements, model codes of ethics, and clear guide-
lines for mediators. For instance, the American Bar Association's Standards of Practice for Lawyer
Mediators in Family Disputes require lawyer-mediators to define and describe the process of media-
tion and its costs before the parties agree to mediate. Additionally, these standards require the
mediator to be impartial, to keep the process confidential, to require informed and voluntary agree-
ment, to suspend or terminate mediation if the process would harm a party, and to advise parties
before an agreement is reached.
The Association of Family and Conciliation Courts' (AFCC) Model Standards of Practice for
Family and Divorce Mediations have similar standards for family mediators. These standards are
more detailed than the ABA standards. In addition to defining and describing the mediation pro-
cess, these guidelines prescribe that the mediator should identify the issues to be resolved, determine
the appropriateness of mediation for the parties, disclose any bias, and describe the training received
to be a mediator. Not only should the mediator describe the costs of the mediation, she or he should
set an explicit, fair and reasonable fee. In addition, she should not charge contingent fees or commis-
sions for referrals. The AFCC standards emphasize impartiality, neutrality, and confidentiality.
They explicitly require the self-determination (empowerment) of the parties.
The Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution has promulgated The Ethical Standards of
Professional Responsibility, a broad set of standards for all neutral interveners in dispute resolution
who belong to the Society, including mediators, arbitrators, negotiators, and other interveners.
These standards address issues of impartiality, the parties' informed consent, confidentiality, self-
determination of the parties, and the intervener's duty to expedite the process.
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In Janet Smith's case, the mediator must possess several core char-
acteristics that will reduce the chance for bias in the process and that can
enable Janet to make well-informed and responsible choices. Of course,
a good mediator in any case should possess these characteristics. How-
ever, the presense of these characteristics is vital in the prevention of bias
and bargaining inequality in mediation. In a case where these hazards
are not present, the corruption of the process by the mediator's weak-
nesses in these areas is less likely to result in serious injury.
First, the mediator must be able to fully develop Janet's story. To
do so, the mediator must be a master of the active listening skills. This
also means the mediator must elicit Janet's history and perspective on the
matter to Janet's satisfaction. For instance, although a mediator may
possess adequate listening skills, she may fail to probe Janet's perceptions
about Dr. Jones' attitudes towards her. A mediator should not neglect
these facts. If neglected , it is more likely that Janet will not feel under-
stood. Although feeling misunderstood is never a desirable condition,
this perception is especially dangerous to quality process when the indi-
vidual is subject to actual or perceived bias and bargaining inequality.
Second, the mediator must be self-aware.78 This means Janet's me-
diator must be intrapersonally reflective and able to question her or his
own potential for bias.79 The danger is that Janet's mediator may be
unaware of her own potential gender or age biases, which may affect her
ability to hear Janet accurately. Armed with this awareness, Janet's me-
diator should consciously utilize all the techniques at her disposal in or-
der to offset this potential, and, on a more cognitive level, to withhold
judgment. A good mediator will not mediate Janet's case if she harbors
strong reactions to the parties or the subject matter.
Another core characteristic is that Janet's mediator must respect-
fully nurture Janet's ability to examine the situation from alternative per-
spectives. Janet needs to be able to see her situation from at least two
different points of view, hers and Dr. Jones'. By reinforcing or ex-
panding Janet's field of vision to include both views, she will be better
able to explore the different possibilities for resolving the matter. For
78. These core characteristics have no hierarchial ranking.
79. For instance, is the mediator at all aware of holding any expectations that women act in
certain ways simply because they are women? See Joan C. Williams, Deconstructing Gender, 87
MICH. L. REV. 797, 813 n.61 (1989). See also supra notes 67, 72. One author, also a mediator,
makes general gender assumptions about behavior. See Isolina Ricci, Mediator's Notebook- Reflec-
tions on Promoting Equal Empowerment and Entitlements for Women, 8 J. DIVORCE 49 (Spr./
Summ. 1985). Such thinking is a good example of the types of class assumptions I argue that
mediators should avoid. Rather, any conclusions about behavior should come from understanding
the individual woman as disputant.
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instance, any mediator for Janet would be expected to help Janet explore
the basis for Dr. Jones' expectations and standards. However, because of
the actual or perceived bias in this case, a good mediator for Janet must
take extra precautions to explore the matter in a way that does not ap-
pear to dismiss Janet's experience. The goal of providing the mediation
process from the empowerment perspective is to create the opportunity
for the parties to explore different possibilities in a reflective and empow-
ered manner; it is not to secure a settlement apart from these concerns.
Therefore, Janet's lawyer should tailor her investigation of the mediator
to probe for these concerns.
Third, we must identify and evaluate any other existing options
available to Janet in handling this matter. This is the last significant
sphere of inquiry necessary for determining whether to recommend par-
ticipating in mediation. This sphere of inquiry includes addressing con-
cerns regarding time, cost, access to legal forum, personal satisfaction,
release of anger, and enforcement. Time concerns require the attorney to
specifically estimate the time Janet needs to resolve the matter by media-
tion or litigation. 0 The attorney should also investigate Janet's time
constraints. For instance, when must she graduate in order to accept the
hospital's job offer? In addition, this analysis includes Janet's current
time needs which may inhibit her pursuing a more lengthy or complex
resolution process. The complexity of the facts and issues, and all the
parties' profiles should permit the attorney to estimate the issue of delay
in litigation and mediation. The financial cost also needs consideration.
This includes the actual costs of representing Janet in each of the poten-
tial processes, and an assessment of mediator fees, court costs, and any
other anticipated costs to prepare for and participate in either process.
Of course, the attorney for Janet Smith should advise her about her
access to a legal forum. First, her attorney must determine whether she
has a viable cause of action for illegal discrimination based on Title IX of
the Education Amendments of 19721 and/or on the Age Discrimination
Act of 1975.82 The students should realize that they need to ask several
questions regarding whether Janet has meaningful access. These ques-
tions must go beyond the threshold of determining whether she has a
cause of action, and should include the following concerns. What are the
predictable outcomes of a litigation strategy for Janet? How does this
80. For purposes of this learning unit, students do not examine the appropriateness of all of the
dispute resolution mechanisms. Rather, they focus exclusively on mediation and litigation. The
other dispute resolution mechanisms are covered elsewhere in the curriculum.
81. 20 U.S.C. § 1681 (1988).
82. 42 U.S.C. § 6102 (1988).
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strategy comport with Janet's priorities about how she wishes to invest
her energies and time? What are the procedural impediments, if any, to
pursuing litigation? Is this a case where the law is unsettled and should
be clarified by litigating these particular claims? In addition, students are
encouraged to think about the theoretical issues inherent in a full analy-
sis of court access. Therefore, class discussion here may segue into any
of the following issues. Does mediation in Janet Smith's case convey a
message which discourages the public from seeking appropriate legal
protection in matters such as this one? Is litigation in this case nothing
more than a contest of resources? Does this type of litigation favor the
more powerful party? Is this a case where mediation is (or can be) court-
supervised or made part of a larger adjudicative framework? Or, is this a
case where some issues should be mediated and other issues handled
differently?
Lastly, several distinct enforcement concerns exist. Janet Smith's
attorney needs to examine these before advising Janet whether to partici-
pate in mediation. Among these concerns, students should address the
following issues: What is the likelihood that this particular "Janet
Smith" and "Dr. Jones" will adhere to a negotiated settlement? What
external mechanisms and oversight of the agreement could encourage
compliance with the negotiated settlement? What participation in the
mediation process is available to the parties' lawyers? If we decide to
litigate, how likely is a favorable judgment and what specific types of
relief may be available? How does that relief compare with what Janet
wants and what she can ask for in mediation? Further, what are the
choices and costs in securing court enforcement of the judgment?
VIII. CONCLUSION
The textured examination described in the last section leads students
to understand the complexity of the lawyer's clinical evaluation8 3 of pro-
cess options for a specific client. Students gain an appreciation of the
strengths and weaknesses in either adjudication or mediation. Also, stu-
dents improve their ability to develop a more thorough factual grasp of a
case. This transforms the initial cacophony of law student voices into an
epiphany about the relation between lawyering and mediation. Ques-
tions now replace many assumptions. The movement from assumption
to question, or from vague question to lucid question, demonstrates im-
83. The term "clinical" refers to the ability to identify and diagnose problems in terms of objec-
tives and alternative strategies, to assess probabilities of risks and benefits, and to reflect and learn
from experience.
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provement in critical thinking.8 4 Because of the students' growth to this
extent, making the study of mediation mandatory and incorporating it
into one of the required courses at CUNY Law School has been a correct
curriculum choice.
In closing, the voices below are composites that I have recorded
from CUNY law students during and after the required study of media-
tion. This epiphany demonstrates that many law students have achieved
the learning objectives as they continue in their legal education, and inte-
grate their professional and personal selves.
A. The Sounds from the Epiphany of Law Students' Voices After the
Required Study of Mediation
Initial Traditional Lawyer:
"Why do I view my work as a lawyer as excluding a lot of this work
on understanding others? How will I explore my clients' interests when
they come to me for help? Will I see only the legal issues? What am I
going to do about their other concerns in handling their problem?"
Initial Uncritical Cooperative Conflict Avoider:
"Why do I dislike all advocacy work? What does that mean for
what type of lawyer I will become? Is insecurity about my abilities to be
a competent advocate a possible source for my dislike of advocacy?"
Initial Liberal Passive Resister:
"How do my biases affect my ability to examine different process
options for my client? I can see that this ability would be important for
many clients. If I can't or won't do this for a client, how do I explain
that fact to the client? What am I going to do about the consequences of
not doing any of this? What am I professionally obligated to do for the
client? What should I be professionally obligated to do for the client?"
Initial Expert:
"I sense I am missing out on something here. What is it? I must be
overlooking something because other students that I respect do not seem
to think their time is being wasted. What am I not getting here? Pri-
vately, I ask myself whether I am simply more advanced or educated?
Maybe I do not know it all. Actually, this study is thought provoking
and some of the material does have merit, but the coverage is too
superficial."
84. I draw significant support for my view of the lawyer as a reflective practitioner from the
work of Donald Schon. See generally DONALD A. SCHON, THE REFLECTIVE PRACTITIONER: How
PROFESSIONALS THINK IN ACTION (1983). He posits a model of effective practice that requires




A. Role Instructions for Smith v. Jones
1. General Information and Instructions for Mediator
Janet Smith is a doctoral student in family psychology at Bayside
University. She is forty-seven years old. She returned to graduate stud-
ies two years ago after raising her family. Janet has been specializing in
counseling the dying and the families of the dying.
Janet was assigned a new academic advisor last year, Dr. Jones. Dr.
Jones and Janet have not had a good academic working relationship. Re-
cently, the situation has seriously deteriorated.
You are a grievance officer with the University Affirmative Action
Program. Both individuals have come to your office to request your
assistance to try mediation so that public proceedings and adverse public-
ity may be avoided. You should try to find out from the disputants what
they think has happened.
You should start out with both of them in joint sessions with you.
You may find that you wish to speak to Janet and Jones separately to
explore more what concerns each person. Prior to caucusing make sure
to state that you are not taking sides, to state that you are trying to un-
derstand the situation as best as possible, and to state that you will not
betray anyone's confidence. Establishing trust by your active listening
skills and lack of judgmentalism will aid your understanding of the fact
universe of the dispute from both parties' perspective.
You also need to help the parties develop a full set of interests and
needs that become formulated as an explicit agenda of issues for resolu-
tion of the matter. It is useful to get the parties to focus on what they
think meets their circumstances. You may begin to develop several
points for agreement or disagreement among the parties. The disputants
do have a lot of information about themselves, and it will be useful to
solicit as much of this information as you can.
2. Instructions for Janet
You are forty-seven years old. You have spent the last several years
being a homemaker and caring for your family. You are experiencing a
difficult time returning to school. You have performed marginally on
* The author has a copyright on the Smith v. Jones facts and the Master File Questions in
Appendix B. However, readers are welcome to use the facts and Master File Questions as long as
attribution is given to the author. The author encourages readers who do use Smith v. Jones or the
Master File Questions to provide feedback to: Beryl Blaustone, CUNY Law School, Queens
College, 65-21 Main Street, Flushing, N.Y., 11367.
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your exams for the required advance course-work in the doctoral pro-
gram. Last year you were on academic probation and now you are wor-
ried about meeting minimum academic standing this year. Good
standing is required in order for you to advance towards your doctoral
degree.
Your reputation during the last two years in your clinical place-
ments has been outstanding. As a matter of fact, you have been offered a
full-time staff position with a model program at a famous local hospital
upon successful timely completion of your studies.
You were assigned a new academic advisor last year, Dr. Jones. Dr.
Jones is highly esteemed as a theoretical and research-oriented psycholo-
gist. He has been extremely impatient with your "level of academic per-
formance." Your last written requirement was the major pre-dissertation
analysis which requires each doctoral student to synthesize the existing
literature that will be used in dissertation. Your grasp of the theory in
counseling the dying is very well-developed and is based upon extensive
experience. You submitted your paper directly to Jones. You feel that it
was an excellent critical review of the literature. For once, you felt you
displayed a solid theoretical analysis.
Before this assignment, you received poor marks on two previous
papers this semester by other professors. Jones was notified of your un-
satisfactory performance and has had two conferences with you about
these papers. At each conference, Jones suggested that you may not be
capable of doing the work and staying in the program. Each time you
both ended up arguing.
Your name did not appear on the posted list of grades for the pre-
dissertation analysis. You were extremely upset at the omission of your
name and went directly to Jones. Jones said that the paper was indeed
excellent. Further, he said the paper was researched, written and edited
far better than any previous work you had submitted. Jones finally said
that he wanted to be assured that you did not receive any assistance in
writing this paper, and that it is an accurate reflection of your abilities.
You left Jones office upset and unable to respond. You were plan-
ning to see him again, but then the situation got worse. Jones says that
the day after you saw him his manuscript files in his office were vandal-
ized and substantially destroyed. Jones believes you were responsible be-
cause he found a coffee cup you frequently use beside the damaged
papers. You know this because one of your clinical supervisors told you
that Jones told her this at a faculty party.
Jones is up for tenure. You don't know much about it. You filed an
informal complaint with a grievance officer of the University Affirmative
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Action Program to mediate in order to minimize the chance of your
problems becoming public. You are concerned that you will not be per-
mitted to stay in the program and complete your studies. You would like
to be assigned a new academic advisor. You want to find a way to meet
the pre-dissertation requirement and move on.
3. Instructions for Dr. Jones
You are a highly esteemed theoretical and research-oriented psy-
chologist in "family systems." You are a professor in the department of
family psychology at Bayside University. You became Janet Smith's
doctoral advisor last year. The dean of your department assigned her to
you without your approval. You have several students to supervise and
this makes your ability to produce research results more difficult.
You have been with the department for five years. You know you
are regarded as a brilliant researcher. You are up for tenure next year
and the dean is concerned that you have not published sufficiently. You
want to stay at Bayside, and you want the security that tenure can bring
to your research projects. Your published work is highly regarded, but
you are unpopular with several of the senior professors in the depart-
ment. This is in part due to the fact that you have pre-empted your older
colleagues in the field. You are worried about your tenure appointment
and you feel that you will be prejudiced by students who perform poorly
at the thesis preparation level. You see Janet Smith as a potential
problem.
Janet has had a difficult time returning to school. Last year she was
on academic probation and she is borderline in meeting minimum aca-
demic standing this year. Good standing is required for Janet to advance
towards her doctoral defense.
Janet's last written requirement was the major pre-dissertation anal-
ysis which requires the student to synthesize the existing literature that
will be used in the dissertation. You were surprised at the superb paper
Janet submitted. She has done poorly on two previous papers that other
professors have showed you. You have met with Janet and have found
her to be resistant regarding her academic difficulties. Previously, you
have expressed to her that she may not be capable of successfully com-
pleting her doctoral work. You have heard that she is gifted in the
clinical work. However, academic competence is also required. You
thus deleted Janet's name from the posted list of doctoral students that
successfully completed the pre-dissertation paper. When Janet saw you,
you told her that the paper was researched, written, and edited far better
than any previous work that she had submitted. You requested an assur-
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ance that Janet did not receive outside assistance on this assignment.
You expressed your need as advisor to be sure that Janet did possess the
competence reflected in the paper. Janet became upset and left the office
without responding.
The day after Janet left your office, your manuscript files were van-
dalized and substantially destroyed. An entire file is missing, and several
remaining papers were torn and have coffee stains all over them. You are
distraught over the damage because the manuscript is already overdue
and the publisher is ready to cancel the agreement to publish. Should
this happen, you will be in worse shape for getting your tenure appoint-
ment. Beside your manuscript file-boxes you found a half full coffee cup
that you have seen Janet use several times. You believe Janet is responsi-
ble for the damage and should be dismissed from the program. You are
concerned that Janet's behavior is adversely affecting your reputation in
the department. This is the type of thing the senior professors can use
against you. For this reason you are not interested in making this prob-
lem more public than it already is.
Janet Smith filed an informal complaint with the University Affirm-
ative Action Program. You are interested in participating in mediation
to avoid adverse publicity.
X. APPENDIX B
A. Master File Questions: Selected Examples of Assigned Questions
from Several Courses 5
1. General Questions
1. What concerns, questions, or reservations do I have about the use of
mediation: Why? (name at least three). Please discuss these concerns dur-
ing the semester, where appropriate, in the remainder of your master file
and in class discussion.
2. In the mediation roleplay which took place at the end of class, to what
85. Several years ago, I started to label these written reflection questions "Master File
Questions" instead of "Journal Questions." I made this change primarily because I did not intend
that the written answers reflect on whatever the student is motivated to write regarding the material.
Rather, the questions should reinforce coverage of my primary learning objectives for that portion of
substantive material. Additionally, because many students oppose the concept of written reflection
in legitimate lawyering training, I felt that the title change would be less distracting. Law students
generally experience the file system as a more appropriate format for this type of inquiry in
professional education. Therefore, this kind of written reflection on experiential learning differs
from writing a journal, and the change in label is much more than a semantic change in name.
All these Master File Questions in this appendix were not distributed at the same time. Rather,




extent were facts elicited from both disputants to "paint" the "big pic-
ture" (larger framework of the entire dispute)?
3. What specific behavior by the mediator(s) aided or hindered increased
understanding of the facts by the disputants?
4. List the needs, concerns, and interests for both Smith and Jones.
What was the actual phrasing of the issues which were jointly discussed?
Upon reflection, how would you have formulated the mediatable issues?
5. Did you omit any of the concerns that either side identified as major
interests? Why was that? Could you have avoided that omission? How?
6. How precisely did you phrase and discuss the issues? What techniques
did you use to more precisely formulate the issues?
7. Discuss what, if any, reservations you have about using mediation in
cases such as Smith v. Jones where certain fundamental civil liberties are
implicated? Does this mean that any case where there is alleged bias,
grievance mechanisms should be prohibited? Should the courts be the
sole forum for entertaining such complaints? (Please note that an affirm-
ative response indicates prejudice against significant administrative
agency processing as well.)
8. In framing the issues did the mediator dominate the substantive con-
tent of the outcome? Why or why not?
9. What specific criteria are you developing to determine what are
mediatable issues and who are competent parties?
2. Questions for Mediators
1. Were you able to identify the needs and concerns of each party? How
could you tell? What techniques did you use? Did you observe your
disputants become less positional? How and at what points? At what
point in the discussions were you able to brainstorm options? What initi-
ative did the parties take and what techniques did you use?
2. What were your specific goals?
3. What did you do to achieve those goals?
4. What did you do that stood in the way of achieving those goals?
5. In what ways were you satisfied with the process you provided?
6. In what ways were you dissatisfied?
7. What else could you have done to make the parties more satisfied?
8. Where and what assumptions did you find yourself making about the
parties?
9. What were the biases and values which operated during the process
(please do not respond none)?
10. Was this a mediatable case? Why?
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11. Did your role instructions raise questions for you about whether you
were the appropriate intervener?
12. Should your "impartiality" have been questioned?
13. What points from this experience do you want to keep in mind when
you mediate next?
3. Questions for Disputants
1. Did you move from your original position? Did you experience coer-
cion in the process? How? Did you become genuinely focused on what
would solve your concerns? Did you consider the needs of the other
party? Why was that?
2. At what point did you start brainstorming possible solutions? At
whose initiative? How was the timing for you? What are your reactions
to the mediator's techniques?
3. How did you want the mediator to behave?
4. What did you want from her or him?
5. In what ways were you satisfied?
6. In what ways were you dissatisfied?
7. What important information was not elicited from you?
8. In what ways do you think you were treated fairly?
9. In what ways were you treated unfairly?
10. Do you think the other party was treated fairly? Why?
11. Did your view of the problem change? Why?
12. Did you view the mediator as impartial? How?
13. Did the fact pattern raise questions for you about whether you should
be in mediation?
14. What were those questions?
15. How would you handle this problem if you were not mediating or if
this one was unsuccessful?
16. What points from this experience do you want to keep in mind when
you mediate next?
17. What, if any, important item of information was not solicited from
you nor volunteered by you in the mediation simulation? Why did that
occur?
18. Did you stay in an adversarial mode? Did the mediator do anything
to account for this movement or lack thereof?
19. Did you gain an understanding of your opponent's story? To what
extent? Did your view of the dispute undergo any change? In what ways?
What specific behavior of the mediator aided or hindered increased un-
derstanding of the facts?
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20. How well did the mediator perform the opening statement and estab-
lish legitimacy for herself or himself and the process? Why?

